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Abstract

Brillouin-based full polarization control of light and applications

Polarization is a fundamental property of light with many implications in daily life

and in the most advanced technological developments. Consequently, controlling the

polarization of light is a critical task in most optic and photonic systems. This process

is often achieved using passive devices, such as waveplates, which induce a fixed amount

of birefringence, or mechanical polarization controllers, whose main disadvantages are

their inability to produce a specific type of birefringence (pure linear, circular, or el-

liptical) and bulky designs, that make them unsuitable for integration. As a result,

research is focused on alternative polarization controllers, primarily based on linear

and nonlinear optical phenomena. Among the various nonlinear light-matter interac-

tions studied, backward-stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) emerges as a promising

candidate for polarization control of light. Its response to an intense light wave (pump)

is polarization-dependent, and it is the nonlinear process with the least optical acti-

vation power. Additionally, its frequency and bandwidth tuning flexibility have been

consistently demonstrated by altering the wavelength and the frequency response of

the pumping wave.

This PhD Thesis delves into the polarization-dependent properties of SBS, aiming

to achieve full polarization control of light in terms of birefringence, frequency, and

bandwidth. The theoretical basis developed here provides the knowledge to gener-

ate and control the type and magnitude of birefringence and differential group delay

(DGD) and DGD dispersion (DGDD) in optical fibers. The practical implications

of this research are significant, demonstrating through that these parameters can be

dynamically adjusted with only slight variations in the system’s SBS-induced gain.

Our research demonstrates that polarization can be controlled over a bandwidth

wider than the natural Brillouin response and tailored to provide a specific retardance

profile. This achievement is a significant finding, as it expands the capabilities of SBS-

based polarization control beyond previously thought possible. The spectral broaden-

ing of the SBS-based polarization controller is achieved through engineering the Bril-

louin phase frequency response via feedback pump regulation, a novel approach that

sets our research apart. We demonstrated retardance broadening from 51 MHz (natu-

xii
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ral SBS interaction) to 0.9 GHz, along with retardance spectrum flattening, providing

concrete evidence of the effectiveness of our approach.

Finally, various devices employing the SBS-based polarization controller as a core

subsystem are analyzed. This analysis leads to a new photonic technique for imple-

menting stopband and passband microwave filters in a single device. The operating

principle relies on rotating the state of polarization of the band of interest using the

SBS-based polarization controller in combination with polarization-sensitive balanced

photodetection. These concepts enable the implementation of a single-fiber stage mi-

crowave photonic filter that can be dynamically switched from a stopband to a passband

response, providing flexibility to the system and enhancing its application potential.

Tests conducted with a single stage of a dispersion-shifted fiber show that a very high

rejection of 67 dB can be achieved in the stopband. Out-of-band attenuation in the

passband configuration, at 30 dB, performs similarly to other SBS-based microwave

photonic filters.

Keywords: NONLINEAR OPTICS, STIMULATED BRILLOUIN SCATTERING,

POLARIZATION CONTROL, MICROWAVE PHOTONICS.



Resumen

Control total de la luz y aplicaciones basados en Brillouin

La polarización es una propiedad fundamental de la luz con muchas implicaciones

tanto en la vida diaria y como en los desarrollos tecnológicos más avanzados. En con-

secuencia, controlar la polarización de la luz es una tarea cŕıtica en la mayoŕıa de los

sistemas ópticos y fotónicos. Este proceso a menudo se logra utilizando dispositivos

pasivos, como retardadores de onda, que inducen una cantidad fija de birrefringencia,

o controladores de polarización mecánicos, cuyas principales desventajas son su inca-

pacidad para inducir un determinado tipo de birrefringencia (pura lineal, circular o

eĺıptica) y sus diseños voluminosos, que los hacen inadecuados para la integración. En-

tonces, la investigación se centra en controladores de polarización alternativos, basados

principalmente en fenómenos ópticos lineales y no lineales. Entre las diversas interac-

ciones no lineales luz-materia estudiadas, la dispersión de Brillouin estimulada hacia

atrás (SBS) emerge como un candidato prometedor para el control de la polarización

de la luz. Su respuesta a una onda de luz intensa (bombeo) es dependiente de la po-

larización, y es el proceso no lineal con menor potencia óptica de activación. Además,

la flexibilidad para la sintonización de frecuencia y ancho de banda se ha demostrado

consistentemente alterando la longitud de onda y la respuesta en frecuencia de la onda

de bombeo.

Esta Tesis doctoral profundiza en las propiedades dependientes de la polarización

del SBS, con el objetivo de lograr un control total de la polarización de la luz en

términos de birrefringencia, frecuencia y ancho de banda. Los fundamentos teóricos

desarrollados aqúı proporcionan el conocimiento para generar y controlar el tipo y

magnitud de la birrefringencia, el retardo de grupo diferencial(DGD) y la dispersión de

DGD (DGDD) en fibras ópticas. Las consecuencias prácticas de esta investigación son

significativas, demostrando a través de experimentos que estos parámetros se pueden

ajustar dinámicamente con sólo ligeras variaciones en la ganancia inducida por SBS

del sistema.

Nuestra investigación demuestra que la polarización puede controlarse en un ancho

de banda más amplio que la respuesta natural de Brillouin y adaptarse para propor-

cionar un perfil de retardancia espećıfico. Este logro es un hallazgo importante, ya que
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ampĺıa las capacidades del control de polarización basado en SBS más allá de lo que

antes se créıa posible. La ampliación espectral del controlador de polarización basado

en SBS se logra mediante la ingenieŕıa de la respuesta en frecuencia de la fase de Bri-

llouin mediante la regulación del bombeo por retroalimentación, un enfoque novedoso

que distingue nuestra investigación. Demostramos una ampliación de la retardancia de

51 MHz (interacción SBS natural) a 0,9 GHz, junto con un aplanamiento del espectro

de retardo, lo que proporciona evidencia concreta de la efectividad de nuestro enfoque.

Finalmente, se analizan varios dispositivos que emplean el controlador de polariza-

ción basado en SBS como subsistema central. Este análisis condujo a desarrollar una

nueva técnica fotónica para implementar filtros de microondas rechaza banda y pasa

banda en una único dispositivo. El principio de funcionamiento se basa en rotar el

estado de polarización de la banda de interés utilizando el controlador de polarización

basado en SBS en combinación con una fotodetección balanceada sensible a la po-

larización. Estos conceptos permitieron la implementación de un filtro de microondas

fotónico en una única etapa de fibra que permite alternar dinámicamente entre respues-

tas rechaza banda y pasa banda, dotando de flexibilidad al sistema e incrementando

su potencial de aplicación. Las pruebas realizadas con una sola etapa de una fibra con

dispersión desplazada muestran que se puede lograr un rechazo muy alto de 67 dB en

la banda suprimida. La atenuación fuera de banda en la configuración pasa banda, de

30 dB, tiene un desempeño similar a otros filtros de microondas fotónicos basados en

SBS.

Palabras clave: ÓPTICA NO LINEAL, DISPERSIÓN DE BRILLOUIN ESTIMU-

LADO, CONTROL DE LA POLARIZACIÓN, FOTÓNICA EN SISTEMAS DE MI-

CROONDAS.



Resum

Control total de la llum i aplicacions basats en Brillouin

La polarització és una propietat fonamental de la llum amb moltes implicacions

tant en la vida diària i com en els desenvolupaments tecnològics més avançats. En

conseqüència, controlar la polarització de la llum és una tasca cŕıtica en la majoria

dels sistemes òptics i fotònics. Este procés sovint s’aconseguix utilitzant dispositius

passius, com a retardadors d’ona, que indüıxen una quantitat fixa de birefringència,

o controladors de polarització mecànics, els principals desavantatges de la qual són la

seua incapacitat per a induir un determinat tipus de birefringència (pura lineal, circular

o el·ĺıptica) i els seus dissenys voluminosos, que els fan inadequats per a la integració.

Llavors, la investigació se centra en controladors de polarització alternatius, basats

principalment en fenòmens òptics lineals i no lineals. Entre les diverses interaccions no

lineals llum-matèria estudiades, la dispersió de Brillouin estimulada cap arrere (SBS)

emergix com un candidat prometedor per al control de la polarització de la llum. La

seua resposta a una ona de llum intensa (bombament) és dependent de la polarització,

i és el procés no lineal amb menor potència òptica d’activació. A més, la flexibilitat

per a la sintonització de freqüència i amplada de banda s’ha demostrat consistentment

alterant la longitud d’ona i la resposta en freqüència de l’ona de bombament.

Esta Tesi doctoral aprofundix en les propietats dependents de la polarització del

SBS, amb l’objectiu d’aconseguir un control total de la polarització de la llum en termes

de birefringència, freqüència i amplada de banda. Els fonaments teòrics desenvolupats

aćı proporcionen el coneixement per a generar i controlar el tipus i magnitud de la

birefringència, el retard de grup diferencial(DGD) i la dispersió de DGD (DGDD) en

fibres òptiques. Les conseqüències pràctiques d’esta investigació són significatives, de-

mostrant a través d’experiments que estos paràmetres es poden ajustar dinàmicament

amb només lleugeres variacions en el guany indüıt per SBS del sistema.

La nostra investigació demostra que la polarització pot controlar-se en una amplada

de banda més àmplia que la resposta natural de Brillouin i adaptar-se per a propor-

cionar un perfil de retardancia espećıfic. Este assoliment és una troballa important, ja

que amplia les capacitats del control de polarització basat en SBS més enllà del que

abans es creia possible. L’ampliació espectral del controlador de polarització basat en

xvi
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SBS s’aconseguix mitjançant l’enginyeria de la resposta en freqüència de la fase de

Brillouin mitjançant la regulació del bombament per retroalimentació, un enfocament

nou que distingix la nostra investigació. Vam demostrar una ampliació de la retardan-

cia de 51 MHz (interacció SBS natural) a 0,9 GHz, juntament amb un aplanament

de l’espectre de retard, la qual cosa proporciona evidència concreta de l’efectivitat del

nostre enfocament.

Finalment, s’analitzen diversos dispositius que empren el controlador de polarització

basat en SBS com a subsistema central. Esta anàlisi va conduir a desenvolupar una

nova tècnica fotònica per a implementar filtres de microones rebutja banda i passa

banda en una único dispositiu. El principi de funcionament es basa a girar l’estat de

polarització de la banda d’interés utilitzant el controlador de polarització basat en

SBS en combinació amb una fotodetecció balancejada sensible a la polarització. Estos

conceptes van permetre la implementació d’un filtre de microones fotònic en una única

etapa de fibra que permet alternar dinàmicament entre respostes rebutja banda i passa

banda, dotant de flexibilitat al sistema i incrementant el seu potencial d’aplicació. Les

proves realitzades amb una sola etapa d’una fibra amb dispersió desplaçada mostren

que es pot aconseguir un rebuig molt alt de 67 dB en la banda suprimida. L’atenuació

fora de banda en la configuració passa banda, de 30 dB, té un acompliment similar a

altres filtres de microones fotònics basats en SBS.

Paraules clau: ÒPTICA NO LINEAL, DISPERSIÓ DE BRILLOUIN ESTIMU-

LAT, CONTROL DE LA POLARITZACIÓ, FOTÒNICA EN SISTEMES DE MI-

CROONES.



Chapter 1

Introduction

“True progress is that which places technology in everyone’s

hands.”

— Henry Ford.

One fundamental property of any transverse wave is polarization. Its importance

can only be measured by the impact of the applications derived from it, especially

in the field of optics, where, with the boom of photonics, research remains solid and

steady. Polarization offers an additional degree of freedom that is leveraged in dif-

ferent fields. Modern optical networks based on coherent optical links strongly rely

on polarization mode multiplexation to increase the data rate over the same physical

channel [1]. In industrial quality control and material characterization, polarized light

finds utility in inspection, aiding in the detection of stress and defects and allowing the

characterization of samples through techniques such as ellipsometry [2]. Additionally,

polarization-sensitive imaging techniques contribute to advancements in biomedical

diagnostics, offering improved contrast and resolution [3]. In microwave photonics, po-

larization also plays a vital role in different areas, for example, in optical beamforming

[4].

Polarization is a phenomenon exclusively associated with transverse waves, such as

light, either propagated in free space or a guided medium. Transverse waves can be

represented by two orthogonal electrical fields, according to [5]

E⃗(z, t) = (exx̂+ eyŷ) exp [j(kz − ωt)] , (1.1)

with k = 2πn/λ0 the wavenumber, n the refractive index of the medium, λ0 the wa-

velength in the vacuum, and ω the angular frequency. The state of polarization (SoP)

denotes the relation in amplitude and phase between its spatially orthogonal compo-

nents. An example of a linear -45° polarization state is depicted in Fig. 1.1, where ex

and ey components are 180° phase shifted and have the same amplitude.

1
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Figure 1.1: Spatially orthogonal components of an electrical field and its polarization state.

Some materials induce a different refractive index for each polarization axis. These

optically anisotropic materials are said to be birefringent. This anisotropy induces a

dependence of the material’s refractive index on the polarization state and the light

propagation direction. Birefringence manifests prominently in crystalline structures,

liquid crystals, and specific polymers. Initially, it was demonstrated through the double

refraction of light, where a single incident ray splits into two orthogonal polarized rays,

each traveling at a distinct speed. This property finds practical applications in devices

such as waveplates and polarizers, where controlled manipulation of polarized light is

essential.

The mathematical description of the linear propagation of a light beam in a material

is usually done in terms of matrix algebra, where the input and output signals are

represented by vectors (Stokes polarization parameters), and the elements that alter

the state of polarization are matrices that can be modeled using the Jones or Mueller

formalism. Quarter/half/full-wave plates, linear polarizers, or any other birefringent

material will have an associated Jones or Muller matrix, significantly simplifying the

calculus and analysis of many linear optical systems. The main difference between Jones

and Mueller’s approaches is that the latter can deal with depolarized optical waves,

providing a broader method for studying the evolution of polarization states of an

input light beam as it propagates through a linear medium or optical device. However,

this does not put Jones matrices in the back; in fact, both are complementary [6]. A

complete analysis of polarization is given by a graphical representation of the states

of polarization via the Poincaré sphere [5][6], that is shown in Fig. 1.2. The most

representative states of polarization of light are presented here: linear horizontal and

vertical, as well as right and left-handed SoPs. Any arbitrary SoP can be found on the

Poincaré sphere, such as other linear states located in the equator line of the sphere,

and elliptical SoP, which can be interpreted as transition SoP between linear and

circular states of polarization. The Stokes vector of an optical signal can be obtained

straightforwardly from the Poincaré sphere by extracting the Cartesian coordinates
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Figure 1.2: The Poincaré sphere with the most representative state of polarization (SoP) of
light.

(denoted as S1, S2 and S3) of the SoP plotted on it. The fourth element of the Stokes

vector, S4, is the power of the optical signal. Thus, the Poincaré sphere becomes a

powerful graphical tool necessary to understand the polarization phenomenon deeply.

1.1. Polarization Controllers

A device that modifies the polarization state of a light beam in a controlled manner

is called a polarization controller. In general, they are composed of retarders, which are

birefringent components that have different refractive indexes along their polarization

axes (also known as slow and fast axes). This difference in the refractive indexes leads to

polarization-dependent phase shifts. Birefringence can be classified into linear, circular,

and elliptical. Each one produces different changes in the polarization state of a light

beam, following very distinct trajectories on the Poincaré sphere, as shown in 1.3. The

associated Jones and Mueller matrices for each case have different characteristics, too

(this will be further analyzed in Chapter 2). Some crystals, such as calcite, quartz, or

synthetic retarders, induce linear birefringence [6]. For example, quartz is employed to

build wave plates, i.e., retarders with a determined phase shift, typically quarter-wave

λ/4 or half-wave λ/2 transformers.

Many research fields require a certain arbitrary SoP for an optical signal, usually

achieved through polarization controllers. Examples of this include nonlinear optics

[7][8], microwave photonics [9][10], quantum encryption [11] or holography [12] and

imaging [13]. A typical example of this is the inclusion of a polarization controller at

the input of an optical modulator to align the state of polarization of the incoming light
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Figure 1.3: An incoming light beam is affected by three different types of material birefringence:
linear, circular, and elliptical.

beam to the polarization axis of the modulator’s crystalline structure so that the mo-

dulation index is maximized [14]. Current optical fiber technology commercially offers

only two types of polarization controllers: the manual polarization controller, whose

working principle is the twisting of an optical fiber, and the electronic-re-configurable

version. These mechanically driven polarization controllers are broadband and cannot

independently control a set of channels. As the change in the state of polarization of

the optical signal is done in the total bandwidth of the optical fiber, specific applica-

tions demand the inclusion of extra subsystems that contain filters, polarization beam

splitters, or polarizers to restrict its operational bandwidth. Due to how they are cons-

tructed (twisting an optical fiber), another disadvantage in this type of polarization

controller is the difficulty of continuously following a determined path of birefringence

(e.g., pure linear, pure circular, or pure elliptical).

1.2. Linear and Nonlinear Phenomena for Polari-

zation Control of Light

Instead of mechanically driven polarization controllers, an alternative path to pur-

sue full-polarization control is to modify the properties of an electromagnetic wave

using unique attributes that some materials can offer. Natural anisotropic materials

and metamaterials introduce changes in the refractive index that allow them to control

the state of polarization of a light beam. Thus, a constant amount of birefringence

for a given propagating direction is induced, which can be linear, circular, or, in gene-

ral, elliptical [15]. Bulky components based on dielectrics and liquid crystals actively

control the polarization state and/or introduce a phase delay in light [16]. Artificially

structured metamaterials [17][18] have been designed to offer polarization control with

additional degrees of freedom in the design of optical systems. Nanophotonic research

intends to shrink the size of polarization controllers to the nanoscale by proposing new

nanophotonic structures [19].

On the other hand, nonlinear interaction between light and matter has always been
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in the spotlight to perform multiple types of optical signal processing, especially for the

control of the state of polarization of light. The concept behind it consists of applying an

electrical field to modify the refractive index of the material in a way that polarization-

dependent phase shifts are induced in a light beam. A successful dynamic change of

the polarization state of an optical signal using the Pockels effect in a LiNbO3 crystal

has been proposed in [20]. Still, they presented practical limitations due to the high

drive voltage (0.7 kV/mm) required to induce a π radians shift on the optical wave.

The latest research in polarization controllers relies on the Kerr effect in high-finesse

Fabry–Pérot fiber cavities [21], where it is shown only polarization conversion of a

linearly polarized wave to right/left circularly polarized waves. Here, the Kerr effect

is induced in the cavity by the input optical signal by increasing its optical power,

provoking a change in its polarization state when it surpasses a determined threshold

power level.

The fundamentals for polarization control based on a pump-probe scheme have

been proposed and demonstrated via four different nonlinear phenomena: four-wave

mixing [22], polarization and mode coupling (in multimode fibers) [23], stimulated

Raman scattering [24] and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) [25]. Among these

candidates, SBS emerges as the most appealing option to perform polarization control

because it is the nonlinear effect that requires less power to be activated and presents

frequency ranges of application that can be easily handled by using current photonic

technology [8]. The following two sections describe the stimulated Brillouin scattering

process and the current state-of-the-art in polarization control using SBS.

1.3. Stimulated Brillouin Scattering

SBS is an inelastic scattering nonlinear phenomenon in which incident light (pump

wave) photons are scattered within an optical fiber due to its interaction against ther-

mally induced density fluctuations characterized by macroscopic vibrations of the ma-

terial (i.e., sound waves). The scattered wave (named the Stokes wave) travels in the

opposite direction of the pump wave. It reinforces the scattering process between the

pump and sound waves via the mechanism of electrostriction, that is, a material de-

formation by applying an electric field. Subsequently, more photons that stimulate the

electrostriction process are backscattered, establishing a positive feedback loop. As a

consequence of the inelastic scattering, where the Stokes photons have less energy than

the pump photons, the backscattered Stokes wave is downshifted in frequency. Addi-

tionally, the Stokes wave has a spectral distribution determined by the phonon lifetime

in the optical fiber. Two fundamental parameters of the SBS nonlinear phenomenon

are defined from these properties: the Brillouin frequency shift νB and the Brillouin

linewidth ∆νB.
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SBS has its roots in the study of nonlinear interactions between light and acoustic

waves in a propagating medium. The phenomenon was first theoretically described by

Léon Brillouin in 1922 [26], who proposed light scattering by thermally induced acoustic

waves. Later, in 1930, E. F. Gross conducted the first experiments in liquids [27], which

allowed him to validate the phenomenon. Several decades later, with the advent of

laser technology, researchers began to observe and understand SBS in optical fibers

[28]. In the beginning, in optical fiber communication systems, it was realized almost

immediately that the backward reflection occurring in SBS would be the ultimate limit

to the power levels that could be transmitted through fibers. In other words, SBS

was considered to have a detrimental effect on optic communication systems, and some

research was focused on its mitigation. In parallel, other valuable practical applications

of SBS were investigated.

An explosive growth in SBS-related publications has been observed in the last 20

years, and it has widely expanded its applicability to different fields [29]. Besides all

the technological background developed for fiber-based systems, two principal reasons

justify such expansion: its narrow Brillouin linewidth (around 50 MHz in standard

single-mode fibers) and the possibility of tuning the Brillouin frequency shift (around 10

GHz in standard single-mode fibers). SBS is being used to implement optical lasers and

amplifiers with ultra-narrow linewidth [30], which can provide long coherence lengths

in combination with wavelength tunability. These new light sources can be used for

spectroscopy, seed waves for frequency combs, the generation of precision clocks, the

synthesis of microwave signals, and coherent receivers for data communications. These

characteristics of SBS also permitted the characterization of narrow-linewidth light

sources [31] and the implementation of optical spectrum analyzers with unprecedented

wavelength resolution in what is known as Brillouin optical spectrum analyzers (BOSA)

[32][33].

Brillouin scattering allows for distributed and precise measurements of environmen-

tal parameters along optical fibers. Brillouin-based fiber sensing relies on the interaction

between incident light and acoustic waves induced by temperature or strain variations

in the fiber. This interaction is highly dependent on these environmental changes, pro-

ducing variations in the Brillouin frequency shift of the scattered wave. These features

have been used for the development of Brillouin Optical Time Domain Analysis (BOT-

DA) [34][35] to retrieve spatial information of temperature and strain along an optical

fiber link. This method is commercially available for monitoring strain distributions in

bridges [36], tunnels [37], as well as transmission lines [38]. SBS has also been applied

to process microwave signals in the optical domain, for example, for phase control [39],

filtering [40] and signal generation [41]. Brillouin scattering is also applied to imple-

ment narrowband optical delay lines in fiber [42]. Brillouin dynamic gratings (BDG),

a subfamily of SBS interactions, permit the implementation of several types of analog
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signal processing operations, such as time differentiation, time integration and true-

time reversal (TTR), microwave photonic reconfigurable filters, phase-shifted BDGs,

tunable optical delay lines, isolators, pulse compression, frequency combs, sensors, and

reflectometers [43].

The demand for low-latency, high-density, and low-power dissipation devices is

continuously growing. Optical signal processing can compete with electronics in very

high-speed systems, overcoming some limitations associated with broadband parallel

processing and power consumption. Moreover, some photonic applications, such as

true-time reversal or high-Q microwave filtering, have no similar counterparts in elec-

tronics. Bragg gratings can implement these and other signal processing operations

[44], which can consequently be replaced by SBS-based systems. These reasons mo-

tivated the intensive research on the excitation of SBS interactions in photonic chips

to give rise to new possibilities in terms of integration and miniaturization of SBS

processors [45][46]. Specific photonic integrated platforms able to embed chalcogenide

materials allow the excitation of Brillouin scattering in a Photonic Integrated Circuit

(PIC) [47] and multiple signal processing operations [48]. Thus, integrated Brillouin

photonics can leverage the development of analog processors if large enough markets

are developed. Design and test of new materials, such as special fibers and micro- and

nano-waveguides, that aim at re-utilizing the well-established silicon-based chip foun-

dries and fiber-optic components in industrial manufacturing, also contributes to the

miniaturization of SBS interactions and the reduction of the power required to drive

the acoustic wave [49][50].

Further details on the SBS mechanism are provided in Appendix A.

1.4. Stimulated Brillouin Scattering for Polariza-

tion Control

The advantages of SBS over other nonlinear electromagnetic wave-matter interac-

tions permit the implementation of techniques for controlling light polarization. Despite

SBS-related research that has been carried out for more than 100 years [51], so far in

the literature, only two polarization control techniques using this nonlinear phenome-

non can be found. Polarization pulling was the first technique proven to drag a light

beam’s state of polarization (SoP) using a strong pump [52]. The basis of the polari-

zation pulling technique consists of considering the fiber as a polarization-dependent

gain (or loss) medium with two orthogonal input and output orthogonal SoPs, which,

respectively, provide the signal maximum and minimum SBS amplification (or atte-

nuation). Under high Brillouin gain conditions, the output SoP of arbitrarily polarized

input signals would tend to converge towards that of maximum SBS gain. In the case of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4: SBS-based polarization control mechanisms of (a) polarization pulling and (b)
polarization conversion.

high SBS attenuation, the output SoP of an arbitrarily polarized signal would approach

the output SoP corresponding to minimum attenuation. Recently, a new approach for

controlling the polarization state of a light beam was presented [53] that, similarly to

polarization pulling, exploits the polarization-dependent interactions that SBS offers in

single-mode fibers with a fixed low birefringence [55], but at the same time is different,

because it transparently performs the control of the signal SoP by combining gain and

loss responses produced by two orthogonal pumps to change the relative phase between

both orthogonal components of the signal polarization state. Both polarization control

techniques are illustrated in Fig. 1.4a and Fig. 1.4b, respectively, and show how each

one performs the polarization control. In this example, despite both schemes having

the pump set at the x polarization axis, the effect induced by the SBS interaction

on the signal is different, producing a dissimilar SoP in the output light beam. There

are three principal reasons for focusing on the latter polarization control method, also

known as SBS-induced polarization conversion, rather than polarization pulling:

The signal’s polarization state follows a well-defined path on the Poincaré sphere
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as the pump power increases.

It is based on the phase profile of the SBS response with gain and loss compensa-

tion, which, in principle, might avoid the induction of high SBS gains that could

lead to pump depletion.

The polarization conversion is performed transparently, i.e., it does not add gain

or loss to the signal wave.

As it will be further seen, the first two properties become relevant to achieve reliable and

complete polarization of light, and the third one will be important for some applications

that can be derived from it.

1.5. Thesis Outlook

The objective of this Thesis propose and develop a method for full polarization con-

trol of light using Stimulated Brillouin Scattering polarization-dependent interactions

and the search for technological applications using the polarization controller structure

proposed in [53].

Full polarization control refers to controlling not only the amount and type of

birefringence induced in the material but also the bandwidth and the spectral shape.

By proving its feasibility, it will allow the development of practical all-optical nonlinear

polarization controllers and pave the way to fully reconfigurable optical devices such

as remote wavelength routers of signals for optical networks, new microwave photonics

subsystems, fiber sensors, etc.

This Thesis is structured as follows: in Chapter 2, the basis for dynamically indu-

cing birefringence in optical fibers is presented, where the control of both its amount

and type, as well as differential group delay and differential group delay dispersion, is

performed by exploiting the polarization dependence of SBS. In Chapter 3, a pump en-

gineering technique that permits tailoring and extending the operational bandwidth of

the SBS polarization controller is developed. Chapter 4 is devoted to giving guidelines

on constructing some photonic devices based on the SBS full polarization controller. A

dual notch/passband microwave photonic filter will be shown in concrete. The Conclu-

sions and Future work derived from this Thesis are found in Chapter 5. Finally, this

Thesis includes two appendices. In the first, Appendix A, the theory of Brillouin Light

Scattering is briefly reviewed. Appendix B models used for describing the SBS gain

spectrum are provided and then used to characterize our SBS-fiber system.



Chapter 2

Birefringence Control�

As discussed in the previous Section, birefringence is an essential property of opti-

cal materials that allows a different path for manipulating optical signals and can be

dynamically changed through nonlinear effects. A theoretical description of the control

of the polarization of a light wave using an auxiliary light wave (pump-probe sche-

me) via a nonlinear phenomenon was described in [54]. In a pump-probe scheme, the

pump wave produces a change in the refractive index of the propagating media of the

form n = n0 + knIP , where n is the new refractive index, n0 the natural (non-excited)

refractive index of the material, kn is a proportionality factor, and IP is the inten-

sity of the pump wave. When the probe or signal wave passes through this nonlinear

medium, it experiences this change in the refractive index as a phase shift. Suppose

this pump-power-dependent refractive index exhibits different constants kn depending

on the states of polarization (SoP) of the signal and pump waves. Birefringence will

be induced in that case, which is sufficient to achieve polarization control. From this

reasoning, an analysis can be carried out by considering a nonlinear medium that pre-

sents two arbitrary orthogonal polarization axes, generically defined as parallel ∥ and

perpendicular ⊥. In this case, the pump should induce a change in the refractive index

such that

n∥ = n0 + k∥IP (2.1a)

n⊥ = n0 + k⊥IP . (2.1b)

From 2.1, the condition to produce a relative change in both refractive indexes of the

nonlinear media, i.e., induce birefringence, and consequently achieve dynamic polari-

zation control, is k∥ ̸= k⊥. The abovementioned process is illustrated in 2.1, where ∥
and ⊥ polarization axes correspond to the x and y Cartesian polarization axes, respec-

�This Chapter is based on: D. Samaniego, G. Zoireff and B. Vidal, ((Brillouin-Induced Dynamic
Arbitrary Birefringence)), in Journ. of Light. Technol., vol. 39, no. 7, pp. 1961-1967, 1 April, 2021.

10
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tively. It can be seen that the y component of the probe wave results shifted π/2 from

its initial state, provoking at the end of the propagation through the excited nonlinear

medium a change of its polarization state from linear -45° SoP to left-handed circular

SoP.

Now, finding a nonlinear phenomenon that provides the previous condition is neces-

sary. Hopefully, light-to-matter interactions in Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS)

fit very well in this description. Here, the difference in the refractive indexes is achieved

due to different induced Brillouin gains and phases according to the relative SoP of

pump and probe waves [55].

This Chapter gives the fundamentals of the induction of arbitrary birefringence by

using the nonlinear process of Stimulated Brillouin Scattering in optical fibers. Bire-

fringence is generated in a controlled manner, allowing dynamic modification of its

magnitude and type, such as, for example, going from linear to circular birefringence.

Subsequently, the generation of differential group delay (DGD) and differential group

delay dispersion (DGDD) using SBS is investigated, which could potentially be emplo-

yed in polarization-mode dispersion (PMD) emulators and reconfigurable optical delay

lines, giving support to those fiber-monitoring systems that combine the principle of

polarization-nulling and BOSA [56].

2.1. Birefringence Control Using SBS

An isotropic transmission medium in which the refractive indexes of orthogonal

propagation modes (LP01x and LP01y in a single-mode optical fiber), nx and ny, are

different, is known as birefringent. Birefringence, Bm, is defined as

Bm = |nx − ny|, (2.2)

In our case, the change in the refractive index between orthogonal axes is related

to the polarization-dependent phase shifts produced in the propagating medium via

Figure 2.1: Pump-probe scheme for inducing birefringence via a nonlinear process. The probe
wave experiences a phase shift on the y axis component of its electrical field, resulting in a
change of the polarization state at the end of the propagation through the excited nonlinear
medium. Note: ∥ and ⊥ polarization axes correspond to the x and y Cartesian polarization axes,
respectively.
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stimulated Brillouin scattering according to

nx = n0 +∆nx = n0 + ϕx
λ

2πL
(2.3a)

ny = n0 +∆ny = n0 + ϕy
λ

2πL
, (2.3b)

where L is the fiber length, n0 is the effective refractive index, and ϕx, ϕy are the

polarization-dependent phase shifts generated in the optical fiber. Thus, birefringence

can be dynamically controlled via SBS polarization-dependent phase shifts as follows

Bm = |nx − ny| =
λ

2πL
|ϕx − ϕy|. (2.4)

Let fP1 and f ′
P1 be a primary pair of pumps located at f0∓ (νB +∆νB/2) from the

band of interest f0, where ∆νB is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth

of the Brillouin gain response and νB is the Brillouin frequency shift. Each pump of

the pair generates a gain/loss Brillouin response over the x polarization axis (see Fig.

2.2a). Each response causes a variation in the refractive index according to

∆n1,∆n′
1 = ∓ξ

g0PpLeffc

2Aeff2πLf

∆νB (f − f0 ±∆νB/2)

(f − f0 −∆νB/2)
2 + (∆νB/2)

2 , (2.5)

where g0 is the Brillouin gain factor, Pp is the pump power, Leff is the effective inter-

action length of the fiber, Aeff is the effective area of the fiber [53]. If SBS is induced

in single-mode fibers with fixed low birefringence, its gain and phase responses have

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: Combined SBS-induced (a) gain (green) and (b) refractive index (red) responses
generated by two pumps symmetrically placed at f0 ∓ (νB + ∆νB/2). Dashed and solid lines
indicate the effects of fP1 and f ′

P1, respectively.
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polarization-dependent characteristics [55]. This polarization dependence of SBS is in-

troduced by the ξ factor, which is 2/3 if the counterpropagating signal SoP is aligned

to the pump SoP and 1/3 if it is orthogonal.

If a symmetric pair of pumps is used, a gain plus a loss SBS response can be

combined, as shown in Fig. 2.2a. Thus, the combined amplitude response is always

compensated, whereas the refractive index reaches a negative minimum at the frequency

of interest f0, as shown in Fig. 2.2b.

From the signal perspective, during its propagation through the fiber, it experiences

different refractive indexes according to its SoP. At the frequency of interest f0, the

signal effectively experiences the following variations around the effective refractive

index n0

∆n1x = −ξ1x
g0PpLeffc

Aeff2πLf0
(2.6a)

∆n1y = −ξ1y
g0PpLeffc

Aeff2πLf0
. (2.6b)

When the SoP of the signal is aligned with the pump’s SoP, i.e., the x axis, it turns

out that ξ = ξ1x = 2/3. On the other hand, when it is aligned to the y axis (orthogonal

SoP) ξ = ξ1y = 1/3. This difference in both factors, δξ = ξ1x − ξ1y = 1/3 is sufficient

to generate birefringence via SBS.

Now, let’s consider a secondary pump pair, fP2 and f ′
P2, at f0 ∓ (νB −∆νB/2) set

along the y polarization axis. Their SBS responses are similar to those in Fig. 2.2, but

the induced refractive index variations reach a maximum positive value at f0

∆n2x = ξ2x
g0PpLeffc

Aeff2πLf0
(2.7a)

∆n2y = ξ2y
g0PpLeffc

Aeff2πLf0
. (2.7b)

where ξ2x = 1/3 and ξ2y = 2/3. In this case, ξ2x/y values change with respect to ξ1x/y

because the second pump pair is set along the y polarization axis. The variation in the

refractive index induced by the primary and secondary pumps at the central frequency

f0 is

∆nx0 = ∆n1x +∆n2x = −δξ
g0PpLeffc

Aeff2πLf0
(2.8a)

∆ny0 = ∆n1y +∆n2y = δξ
g0PpLeffc

Aeff2πLf0
. (2.8b)

Thus, the total birefringence, defined in 2.2, can be maximized in the band of
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Figure 2.3: Maximization of birefringence in an optical fiber at f0 using primary (fP1, f
′
P1)

and secondary (fP2, f
′
P2) pairs of pumps. The refractive index variations induced along x and y

axes are plotted in solid and dashed lines, respectively.

interest

Bm0 = 2 δξ
g0PpLeffc

Aeff2πLf0
. (2.9)

This process is illustrated in Fig. 2.3, using two pairs of orthogonal pumps to

combine their responses to maximize the birefringence induced at f0. Each pair of

pump waves can easily be achieved by biasing an external modulator at the minimum

transmission bias (MITB) with a microwave signal of frequency fP , as shown in Fig.

2.4.

2.1.1. SBS-induced Dynamic Arbitrary Birefringence

The previous analysis considered the signal and pump in a x− y basis state. It can

be extended to any orthogonal basis in order to manipulate the system’s birefringence

arbitrarily.

The birefringence induced through SBS can be expressed using the generalized

Jones matrix formalism as,

J = F−1JSBSF; (2.10)

where J is the Jones matrix of the nonlinearly induced birefringence, and F is the
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Figure 2.4: Brillouin-based variable birefringence device.

transformation matrix related to the arbitrary SoP of the pump. It can be calculated

from the SoP of the orthogonal pumps as basis states [25], and JSBS. Considering the

x− y basis state, JSBS is given by

JSBS =


exp

(
G1x + A1x +G2y + A2y

+j πLf0
c

Bm0

)
0

0 exp

(
G1y + A1y +G2x + A2x

−j πLf0
c

Bm0

)
 (2.11)

where Gx and Gy are the maximum and minimum exponential Brillouin gains, respec-

tively, while Ax and Ay are the maximum and minimum Brillouin loss, and Bm0 is the

maximum birefringence generated at f0 from both the primary and secondary pumps.

When the gain and loss amplitude responses overlap, they compensate each other, i.e.,

Gx+Ax ≈ 0, and Gy +Ay ≈ 0. Thus, the system behavior is equivalent to an isotropic

retarder without significant power change at f0, granting transparency to the nonlinear

media.

The following transformation matrix gives the effect of the pump SoP on the induced

birefringence:

F =

(
cos (δ + π/4) exp (−jϕx) − sin (δ + π/4) exp (jϕy)

sin (δ + π/4) exp (−jϕy) cos (δ + π/4) exp (jϕx)

)
; (2.12)

where δ is the azimuth of the major axis of the ellipse of polarization of the pump and

ϕx, ϕy represent the phases of the electric-field components along the x and y axes.

Linear birefringence is obtained when the pump pairs have linear SoPs (horizontal

and vertical), as shown in Fig. 2.5a. For circular birefringence, pump pairs with left

and right circular polarizations are used instead (Fig. 2.5b). In general, elliptical bire-
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fringence is obtained when the SoP of the pump pairs is elliptical (Fig. 2.5c). Thus,

arbitrary types of transparent birefringent elements can be implemented by choosing

the pump’s polarization state. The pump power determines the amount of birefringen-

ce, and the reconfigurability speed is mainly given by the length of the medium used

for the Brillouin interaction.

2.1.2. SBS-induced Dynamic Differential Group Delay

The SBS-induced birefringence is associated with a variation in the group velocity

of orthogonal polarization axes (τgx, τgy), i.e., it could induce a differential group delay

(DGD)

DGD = |τgx − τgy| =
ω

c

dBm

dω
, (2.13)

with ω the angular frequency and c the speed of light. As it can be seen in Fig. 2.3,

if only the primary pumps, fP1 and f ′
P1, are applied, birefringence has a peak value

at f0, which corresponds to zero group delay at this frequency and consequently, no

DGD. On the other hand, maximum/minimum group delay along x axis is located

approximately at f0 ±∆νB/2,

τgx−max/min = τg1x + τ ′g1x = ± ξx
28

25

g0PPLeff

2πAeff

1
∆ν
2

. (2.14)

Similarly, the maximum/minimum group delay along the y axis at the same frequencies

can be obtained

τgy−max/min = τg1y + τ ′g1y = ± ξy
28

25

g0PPLeff

2πAeff

1
∆ν
2

. (2.15)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.5: Dependence of the type of birefringence on the SoP of the pump signal: (a) linear
birefringence with a linear pump, (b) circular birefringence with a circular pump, and (c) elliptical
birefringence with an elliptical pump.
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Figure 2.6a shows a graphical representation of both delays. By employing 2.13, the

maximum induced DGD can be determined

DGDmax = δξ
28

25

g0PPLeff

2πAeff

1
∆ν
2

. (2.16)

For frequencies f < f0, the y axis takes the role of the fast axis since its induced

group delay is positive. Meanwhile, if a light beam with frequencies f > f0 is set in

the x polarization axis, it will propagate faster than in the y polarization axis. In other

words, x and y axes act as a frequency-dependent fast/slow light generator pair. Thus,

DGD can be easily manipulated by adjusting the power of pumps in the x and y axes.

However, the SBS-induced gain/loss response (Fig. 2.2a) must also be considered. It

affects the signal at f0 ± ∆νB/2 because the system intrinsically provokes a single

sideband modulation. Therefore, using only a single pair of pumps, it is expected to

experience only slow light signals.

2.1.3. SBS-induced Dynamic Differential Group Delay Dis-

persion

Another property derived from the DGD is the DGD dispersion (DGDD) or second-

order DGD, which is determined as the difference between the slopes of the induced

group delays on x and y axes. Each slope is, by definition, the induced group velocity

dispersion (GVD) on the corresponding propagation axis. At f0, it is

DGDD = GVDx −GVDy = δξ
28

25

g0PPLeff

(2π)2Aeff

1

(∆ν/2)2
. (2.17)

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: SBS-induced (a) group delay and (b) group velocity dispersion responses of two
pumps symmetrically placed at f0 ∓ (νB + ∆νB/2). Effects produced along x and y axes are
plotted in solid and dashed lines.
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As shown in Fig. 2.6b, this value is not uniform over the bandwidth ∆ν and is not

the maximum value. DGDD can be controlled by modifying the pump power as in the

previously studied cases. Analogous analysis can be carried out for the secondary pairs

of pumps fP2 and f ′
P2, resulting in the curves of Fig. 2.6 but inverted. Additionally,

the transformation stated in Section 2.1.1 for a different pair of orthogonal pumps is

also valid.

2.2. Experimental Setup

Experiments have been conducted to prove the concept of an arbitrary birefringent

element, differential group delay, and differential group delay dispersion induced by

SBS.

Figure 2.7 shows the block diagram used to demonstrate the feasibility of the

nonlinearly-induced arbitrary birefringence and its properties. An optical signal at

λ = 1548.25 nm is split into two paths: the upper one is used to generate the pump

waves, whereas the lower one experiences variable birefringence. The pump is genera-

Figure 2.7: Experimental setup.
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ted by amplitude modulation of the optical signal using two Mach-Zehnder modulators

(MZM1 and MZM2) at minimum transmission bias (MITB) and fed by two microwave

oscillators with frequencies fP1 = 9.675 GHz and fP2 = 9.290 GHz. An optical circula-

tor (OC1) directs the pump towards an optical fiber, where its induced birefringence is

controlled. The fiber comprises 1 km of highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF). The Brillouin

parameters for this fiber are ∆νB = 70 MHz, g0 = 7.19 × 10−12 m/W, Aeff = 11

µm2 and νB = 9.640 GHz at 1548 nm. A second optical circulator (OC2) directs the

signal to a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) in reflection mode (bandwidth of 12.5 GHz),

which is used to filter out backward residual pump waves. The induced birefringence is

controlled by adjusting the pump power through the EDFA and changing the SoP of

the pump wave. This induced birefringence provokes changes in the SoP of the signal

wave, which is measured by a polarization analyzer (PA).

In experiments related to DGD, the SoP of the primary pair of pumps, fP1 and fP1′ ,

is set to horizontal linear polarization, and the SoP of the secondary pair of pumps, fP2

and fP2′ , in vertical linear. In the signal path, a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) at the

quadrature bias point fed by an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG, Rigol DG1062) is

used to generate optical pulses. For inducing DGD by SBS, the signal is set in horizontal

SoP by a polarization controller (PC), and the primary pump is turned on. Then, the

primary pump is turned off, and the secondary pump is enabled. A photodiode (PD)

receives the optical signal and converts it to the electrical domain. Finally, the output

signal is analyzed by a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA, HP8510C), and its waveform

is acquired by a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 3032) to be further processed.

Thermal variations change νB; consequently, it is necessary to readjust pumps’

frequencies. Vibrations also affect the state polarization of the pump and signal, which

is reflected as additional noise in the signal. This resetting of the system is done in

periods of around 2 or 3 hours due to thermal and mechanical variations are much slower

than measurements’ acquisition time (hours vs. minutes). For this reason, there is no

need to include fast or automated stabilizers in the setup. Despite this, no significant

changes in the system’s behavior have been observed during the experiments.

2.3. Results and Discussion

The Brillouin-induced birefringence grows with Brillouin gain, proportional to the

effective length and pump power. This dependence can be seen in Fig. 2.8, where

birefringence has been estimated from the retardance measured using the Poincaré

sphere method [57]. It shows measurements of the SBS-induced birefringence for an

input signal of 0.08 mW as a function of pump power for three types of birefringen-

ce: linear
(
[(1, 0)]T , [(0, 1)]T

)
, circular

([
1/
√
2(1, j)

]T
,
[
1/
√
2(1,−j)

]T)
and elliptical
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Figure 2.8: Measurement of birefringence as a function of pump power for (blue) linear, (red)
circular, and (green) elliptical-induced birefringence.

([
1/
√
2(1 + j, 0)

]T
,
[
1/
√
2(0, 1− j)

]T)
. Figure 2.8 also shows that this technique can

provide different kinds of birefringence with the same efficiency, i.e., the same pump

power induces the same retardance for linear, circular, and elliptical birefringence. In

all cases, the relation is linear. The magnitude of the birefringence can be continuously

tuned by changing pump power. For the sake of comparison, a value of induced bi-

refringence of 3.87 × 10−10 is equivalent to performing a π rotation on the Poincaré

sphere (considering λ = 1548 nm and L = 1 km). Also, the induced birefringence adds

to the natural birefringence of the standard single-mode optical fiber, which is around

10−6 [8].

When a change in the birefringence is performed, only a slight variation in the

SBS-induced gain is observed because of the combination of gain and loss responses,

Figure 2.9: SBS-induced gain at the central frequency as a function of pump power for (blue)
linear, (red) circular, and (green) elliptical-induced birefringence.
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as shown in Fig. 2.9. Results show that the SBS-induced gain depends on the pump

power and the type of induced birefringence, remaining below 1.1 dB in the full range

of operation.

Figure 2.10a shows the evolution of the signal SoP at the output of the optical fiber

when circular birefringence has been nonlinearly induced. It shows that when the power

of the pump is changed from 5 mW to 90 mW (Fig. 2.8), half of the circumference

(blue dots) of the Poincaré sphere is covered. The rest of the circumference is covered

by swapping the pumps fP1 and fP2 (red dots), so in this way, an excessive increment

of the pump power is avoided, which could compromise system linearity.

The rotation is obtained similarly for the linear birefringence, but the SoPs of the

pump waves are linear at 90° and 0° (Fig. 2.10b). Finally, Fig. 2.10c and Fig. 2.10d

show elliptical birefringence when the SoPs of the pump waves are elliptical with Jones

vectors
([

1/
√
2(1 + j, 0)

]T
,
[
1/
√
2(0, 1− j)

]T)
and

([
1/
√
2(0, 1 + j)

]T
,
[
1/
√
2(1− j ,

0)]T
)
, respectively.

Figure 2.11 presents the results obtained for the SBS-induced group delay (blue) and

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.10: Evolution of the state of polarization represented on the Poincaré sphere for
different types of nonlinearly induced birefringence: (a) circular, (b) linear, (c), and (d) elliptical.
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group velocity dispersion (magenta). Again, the polarization-dependent characteristics

of both responses can be appreciated. Maximum group delay is reached at 36.5 MHz for

both exposed cases (when the signal SoP is aligned to the pump SoP and orthogonal

to the pump SoP). The maximum differential group delay (DGD), which is 8.18 ns in

a 1 km fiber reel using a pump power of 80 mW, can be extracted from this difference.

For the sake of comparison, the PMD parameter value, DPMD, associated with this

SBS-induced DGD is around 16000 times higher than the root mean square (RMS)

value of DGD produced by the propagation of a light beam through the same distance

of standard single mode fiber, typically around DPMD = 0.5 ps km-1/2.

Group velocity dispersion (magenta), determined by the derivative of group delay

responses, takes positive and negative values around 36.5 MHz at the point where group

delay reaches a peak. The maximum negative value of GVD is -800 ns2 at 45 MHz,

when the signal SoP is aligned to the pump SoP. By considering that the length of

the employed fiber is 1 km, the resultant GVD value is much greater than the typical

value of the GVD parameter in a standard single-mode fiber (β2 = 20 ps2/km). When

signal and pump SoPs are orthogonal, the GVD is reduced by 50%. Located at the

frequency of 50.9 MHz, the maximum measured DGDD value is 534.2 ns2.

Additional tests were carried out using pulses with a full width at half maximum

(FWHM) of 50 ns modulated in amplitude at a frequency of 35 MHz (in the region

of maximum DGD as shown in Fig. 2.11), which were transmitted into the arbitrary

birefringent system to test the DGD. As with other SBS-based systems, the limited

time-bandwidth product limits the possibility of delaying narrower pulses [58]. The

Figure 2.11: SBS-induced group delay (blue) and group velocity dispersion (magenta) fre-
quency responses of a transmitted signal with SoP aligned (solid line) and orthogonal (dashed
line) to the pump SoP.
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Figure 2.12: Measurement of modulated pulses of FWHM = 50 ns at 35 MHz transmitted
through the optical fiber without pump (solid black line) and with SoP aligned (solid red line) and
SoP orthogonal (solid blue line) to the pump SoP. The received baseband pulses are represented
by modulated signals’ envelope (dashed lines).

results are shown in Fig. 2.12.

When the pump is on, and its SoP is aligned to the signal, the signal experiences a

longer delay (red solid line) compared to the signal without the pump (black solid line)

and also to the signal orthogonal to the pump SoP (blue dashed line). The measured

DGD was 7 ns using 100 mW of pump power. As discussed in Section 2.1.2, the sign

of the group delay cannot be changed since it can only be induced using the gain

response of the SBS. Unlike baseband signals, which are away from f0, the SBS gain

response alters the signal amplitude, which increases with pump power. The aligned

(a) (b)

Figure 2.13: Baseband optical pulses (FWHM = 50 ns) normalized in peak amplitude are
affected by SBS when signal and pump SoPs are (a) aligned and (b) orthogonal.
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Figure 2.14: Group delay (blue and red) and differential group delay (green) as a function of
pump power for baseband optical pulses of FWHM = 50 ns affected by SBS.

signal exhibits a higher amplitude than the orthogonal signal due to the polarization-

dependent characteristics of SBS gain response [25][59]. The influence of pump power

and its SoP on baseband optical pulses can be seen in Fig. 2.13. These pulses were

demodulated by employing digital envelope detection. In the range of pump powers

from 10 mW to 100 mW, the distortion of the pulses is moderate.

Figure 2.14 shows the measured group delay of baseband pulses for different pump

powers. The DGD is more significant as the pump power increases. The maximum

Figure 2.15: Frequency responses of the SBS-induced gain (green) and phase (red) of a trans-
mitted signal with SoP aligned (solid line) and orthogonal (dashed line) to the pump SoP.
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group delay obtained was 18.4 ns using a pump power of 100 mW when the signal and

pump SoPs were aligned. When both are orthogonal, the group delay was 11.4 ns. The

obtained delays are in line with previous results [58][59][60][48].

The system’s behavior can be alternatively analyzed through its frequency respon-

se. The SBS-induced gain and phase frequency responses have been measured using a

vector network analyzer, and the results are shown in Fig. 2.15. The polarization de-

pendence of SBS-induced gain and phase frequency responses is demonstrated. When

the signal SoP is aligned to the pump SoP (green line), gain and phase responses are

enhanced, with a gain peak of nearly 2 dB and a phase shift of around -140 degrees at

40 MHz. On the other hand, the orthogonal case provides a modest maximum gain of

less than 1 dB at 30 MHz and a minimum phase of -40 degrees at 55 MHz. In the range

of 20 MHz to 45 MHz, phase responses present a well-defined slope. The difference

between the slopes of both phase responses indicates the presence of DGD, which is

consistent with the results depicted in Fig. 2.11.

The analyses and experiments presented in this Chapter demonstrate a novel method

to transform an optical fiber into an arbitrarily manipulated birefringent, delay-generator,

and highly dispersive propagating media.



Chapter 3

Retardance Spectrum Shaping�

Some operations, for example, filtering and routing signals, require a certain degree

of flexibility in selecting the central frequency band and bandwidth. The technique

presented in the previous Chapter for inducing arbitrary birefringence is constrained

to operate with the natural Stimulated Brillouin Scattering parameters of Brillouin

frequency shift νB and Brillouin linewidth ∆νB, which are in the range of GHz and

MHz, respectively [8], limiting the applicability of SBS. However, the development of

dynamic tuning of these parameters will open up new fields of application.

This chapter investigates how to tune the Brillouin frequency shift (associated with

selectivity of the frequency band) and Brillouin linewidth (associated with bandwidth).

Modifying the νB does not represent significant challenges because it can be done using

a tunable laser source [61] or optical modulators [40]. The second option offers more

frequency stability and could be required in, for example, microwave photonic filte-

ring with high-frequency selectivity [62]. Given that the broadened Brillouin gain and

loss spectra are related to the pump spectrum through the linear convolution opera-

tion between the natural SBS response (usually modeled as a Lorentzian function),

the pump is spectrally shaped to obtain the desired effect on the probe wave. For

example, spectral broadening of the amplitude response [64] and, similarly, of the de-

lay response (slow light) [42][58][65], is straightforwardly achieved by broadening the

pump. Slow-light systems employ the spectral broadening of the Brillouin amplitude

frequency response to induce nearly a linear phase response over a wider bandwidth,

whose derivative results in a flat time delay. In contrast, the spectral broadening in the

birefringence, or equivalently, the retardance, requires, ideally, a flat phase response

since the Brillouin-induced phase is directly translated into the retardance.

As discussed in Chapter 1: Introduction, Section 1.4, not many techniques perform

the control of the polarization of light using SBS. To the best of our knowledge, there

�This Chapter is based on: G. Zoireff, and B. Vidal, ((Light-by-light polarization control using
Stimulated Brillouin Scattering with retardance spectrum shaping)), in Opt. Laser Technol., vol. 169,
110036, Feb. 2024.
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are only two techniques for polarization control based on SBS: Polarization Pulling

and controlling phase retardance. In Chapter 2, it has been demonstrated that the

latter approach has the property to generate arbitrary birefringence dynamically. An

additional improvement will be to expand its capabilities for controlling the polarization

(or birefringence) over broadened SBS spectra, which is a point not yet clear at all since

the broadening approaches conventionally used in SBS are not directly applicable.

Hence, it will pave the way for developing applications based on this device, such

as remote routing of signals and active polarization beam splitters, which can have

potential interest in different areas, such as optical networks.

This Chapter describes a method to engineer the pump wave that allows for increa-

sing and tailoring the frequency response of the SBS-based polarization controller based

on polarization-dependent interactions, which was developed in the previous Chapter.

As it will be further seen, this technique provides a simplification in relation to the

experimental setup presented in 2.2 by using a single-arm architecture and includes a

feedback loop aimed at controlling the principal variables of the system and addressing

the saturation of Brillouin gain. Thus, an additional degree of freedom is given to the

SBS-based polarization controller, which will be fundamental to achieving practical

full-polarization control.

3.1. Fundamentals of Spectral Broadening of SBS

Polarization-Dependent Interactions

As described in the Chapter 1: Introduction, Section 1.3, Stimulated Brillouin Scat-

tering is caused by the interaction between an electromagnetic and an acoustic wave

via electrostriction, which results in a variation in the refractive index of the propaga-

tion medium [8]. In a pump-probe scheme, due to the change in the refractive index,

the probe (also known as signal) wave experiences exponential gain, AG, as well as a

phase change, ϕG, both induced by a counter-propagating pump wave. These gain and

phase responses are linked by Kramers-Kronig relations [63][66]

HB(f) = expAG(f) + jϕG(f) (3.1a)

ϕG(f) = H{AG(f)} (3.1b)

where HB is the transfer function induced by the pump wave that affects the signal

wave, and H{·} denotes the Hilbert transform operator.

When the pump signal is a single tone located at frequency fP (see Fig. 3.1a),

under a non-saturated regime, the gain response can be expressed as a Lorentzian-

shaped power spectrum located at −νB (∼10.8 GHz for standard Single Mode Fiber),
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AG(f) = GB

(
∆νB
2

)2
(f + νB − fP )

2 +
(
∆νB
2

)2 , (3.2a)

ϕG(f) = −GB

∆νB
2

(f + νB − fP )

(f + νB − fP )
2 +

(
∆νB
2

)2 , (3.2b)

AL(f) = −GB

(
∆νB
2

)2
(f − νB − fP )

2 +
(
∆νB
2

)2 , (3.2c)

ϕL(f) = GB

∆νB
2

(f − νB − fP )

(f − νB − fP )
2 +

(
∆νB
2

)2 , (3.2d)

withGB = g0PpLeff/Aeff being the Brillouin exponential gain, where g0 is the Brillouin

gain of the medium, Pp the pump power, Leff the effective length of the fiber, Aeff

the effective area of the fiber, and ∆νB (∼50 MHz for standard Single Mode Fiber) the

linewidth or FWHM bandwidth of the Brillouin gain response. In parallel, a loss SBS

response is generated at a frequency of νB. Both gain and loss responses are illustrated

in Fig. 3.1a

An enhanced phase response can be obtained using a double-pumped scheme to

add the phase of each SBS response constructively. If the pumps are set at −νB + ∆νB
2

and νB − ∆νB
2

, the total phase shift is maximized and gain and loss are compensated at

the central wavelength (f = 0), as it is shown in Fig. 3.1b. SBS can be broadened by

engineering the pump wave [58][65][42], which affects the gain and loss power spectra

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.1: Amplitude and phase responses of Stimulated Brillouin Scattering using (a) single
pump, (b) double pump combined, (c) single broadened pump, and (d) double broadened pump
combined SBS frequency response.
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through the convolution between the pump and the SBS frequency response as follows:

ÃG/L(f) = AG/L(f) ∗ P (f). (3.3)

From it, a new phase profile can be determined using Kramers-Kronig relations

ϕ̃G/L(f) = H
{
ÃG/L(f)

}
= H

{
AG/L(f) ∗ P (f)

}
. (3.4)

The broadening effect of SBS is shown in Fig. 3.1c, where a pump profile, P (f), is de-

picted. The linewidth of the SBS-induced gain is broadened from the natural linewidth

∆νB to an approximate value of ∆νP + ∆νB, with ∆νP the linewidth of the pump

profile. If the linewidth of the pump is much greater than the natural linewidth ∆νB,

the shape of SBS gain and loss interactions approximates the spectral profile function

of the pump, P (f).

Thus, arbitrary amplitude and phase profiles can be obtained by selecting an ade-

quate P (f). Moreover, the double pump scheme can be combined with the broadened

pumping scheme to induce a more complex phase spectrum. A combination of two

broadened SBS responses, where the resulted phase profile is flat in a band of frequen-

cies much wider than the linewidth of the natural SBS response, is shown in Fig. 3.1d.

To achieve this phase response, a new value for the frequency spacing between the

pumps, ν̂, must be determined. Since the effect of the broadened combined SBS phase

response is generated by the inner half of the pump profile P (f) (see Fig. 3.1d), the

latter can be reduced to one symmetrical portion using single-sideband modulation. An

exact expression for the exponential gain assuming Lorentzian profiles by a broadened

pump can be obtained [42]

G̃B =
g0PpLeff

Aeff

∆νB
∆νB +∆νP

. (3.5)

This expression, which also affects the phase SBS response in the same quantity, con-

ceptually indicates that the pump power must be increased in the same amount to

compensate for the effect of broadening to obtain the same phase shift for the case of

the natural SBS response. This calculation does not consider other nonlinear behaviors

inside SBS, such as saturation of the gain response. Hence, to obtain high values of

phase shift (>60°) with a broadened pump with linewidth ∆νP , the pump power must

be increased at least by a factor (∆νB +∆νP ) /∆νB. For example, if a Dispersion-

Shifted Fiber (g0 = 7.19× 10−12 m/W, Aeff = 50 µm2, Leff = 1 km, ∆νB = 50 MHz)

is considered, the maximum phase shift that can be obtained with a pump power of 10

mW is ϕMax = 82º. If the pump is broadened to 500 MHz, the required power to obtain

the same maximum phase would be around 100 mW if no other nonlinear effects are
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present. The power levels required to operate the system with phase shifts near 90º

will likely provoke saturation in the SBS gain spectrum.

3.1.1. Phase-to-Retardance Conversion

The Brillouin gain, g0, has different values according to the alignment of the SoPs

of the signal and the pump light sources. When they are aligned, g0 is maximum;

when they are orthogonal, g0 is reduced in half [67]. Different values of g0 imply that

a probe signal will experience polarization-dependent phase shifts due to SBS, which

is equivalent to the signal suffering the cause of being propagated through a material

with nonlinearly induced birefringence. Assuming a signal with an electrical field of

amplitude ES is aligned to the x -axis of the fiber, and pumps are set in the right-handed

circular polarization (RHCP) state, the system behaves as a circular retarder and phase

shifts are converted into retardance. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3.2, where the

input signal is aligned to the polarization x -axis (red spectrum), and a broadened

pump wave with right-handed circular polarization is counter-propagated. A part of the

spectrum of the signal wave experiences the SBS-induced circular birefringence by being

rotated from the x to the y polarization axis. At the output of the fiber, a new signal is

generated with x and y polarization components, which can be further processed. This

process can also be interpreted through the Jones calculus, where the Jones matrix

associated with this system, J, can be determined by using the transformation matrix

of F (see Eq. 2.12), that for a circularly polarized pump (δ = π/2, ϕx = 0 and ϕy = π/2)

it results:

F =
1

2

(
1 −j

−j 1

)
. (3.6)

The Jones matrix of the SBS-induced birefringence in the x-y coordinate basis

system is

JSBS =


exp

(
G1x(f) + A1x(f)

+j (ϕ1xG(f) + ϕ1xA(f))

)
0

0 exp

(
G1y(f) + A1y(f)

j (ϕ1yG(f) + ϕ1yA(f))

)
 . (3.7)

Note that this last expression is slightly different from Eq. 2.11 because here it is

considered only a single pair of orthogonal pumps and written in terms of the induced

SBS phase shift. Recalling that G1x(f) + A1x(f) ≈ 0 and G1y(f) + A1y(f) ≈ 0 in the

overlapped region of the SBS spectra, Gx, Ax(f) = 2Gy, Ay(f), ϕxG,A(f) = 2ϕyG,A(f)
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and using Eq. 2.10, the Jones matrix for this SBS-based circular can be expressed as

J = F−1JSBSF ≈

J ≈ exp [GSBS−Circular(f)]

(
cos (ϕSBS−Circular(f)) sin (ϕSBS−Circular(f))

− sin (ϕSBS−Circular(f)) cos (ϕSBS−Circular(f))

)
,

(3.8)

where the total SBS-induced circular phase shift and exponential gain are defined by

ϕSBS−Circular(f) =
3

4
ϕ1x(f) =

3

4
[ϕ1xG(f) + ϕ1xA(f)] (3.9a)

GSBS−Circular(f) =
3

4
[G1x(f) + A1x(f)] , (3.9b)

that results from combining the gain and loss SBS phase and gain spectra. Thus, the

Jones matrix of the system takes the form of a rotational matrix composed of the

SBS-induced circular phase shift.

Figure 3.2: Nonlinear circular retarder generated by SBS polarization-dependent interactions.

3.1.2. Engineering Retardance

Unlike conventional Brillouin-based slow light schemes where the target is to achieve

a linear phase response over a broad bandwidth to have a flat time delay, the aim is

to produce a broadened, ideally flat top, phase response that will induce a broadened

retardance. By choosing a proper pump profile P (f) and combining the gain and loss

power spectra, we extend the natural bandwidth of SBS, which is around 50 MHz for

standard single-mode fibers.

The broadening process of the pump can be done by performing a frequency sweep

of a single pump line [68]. This pump broadening method provides several advantages

over conventional pump broadening using a broadband signal. Among these advanta-

ges, it can be first mentioned that the minimum bandwidth can be considerably low
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(because the Brillouin bandwidth is around 50 MHz). Consequently, the precision ob-

tained is very high. Second, the AWG generates the electrical signal accurately within

a specific frequency range, ensuring a good representation of the pump profile. Third,

the number of the comb line can be dynamically changed to adjust the retardance

bandwidth precisely. Fourth, the central frequency of the pump can be shifted by tu-

ning the wavelength of the comb electrically and optically. Fifth, the four-wave mixing

(FWM) effect caused by the multiple pump lines can be mitigated by randomly set-

ting the frequency interval of the electrical spectral lines around the natural SBS gain

bandwidth instead of an equal interval. In this case, the FWM-induced gain will no

longer superpose on the original lines. In summary, the chosen pump spectral-shape ge-

neration method can reconfigure bandwidth, central frequency, and, most importantly,

shape with very high precision.

The maximum retardance is achieved when a gain and a loss spectrum are overlap-

ped to combine both phase responses, and these need to be engineered to follow a given

profile. The desired phase profile is achieved by controlling the amplitude and offset of

each frequency line, as well as the span of frequency. Following this approach, only one

pump line is present at each instant, and therefore, nonlinear beats are avoided in the

external modulator.

Small changes are strongly magnified since the Brillouin gain increases exponentially

with the pump power. Additionally, the saturation of the SBS response adds another

level of complexity. Thus, an iterative process is needed to define the amplitude profile of

the frequency sweep from experimental feedback to consider the effects of the nonlinear

growth of the Brillouin gain.

Due to the lack of direct access to the retardance in the experiment, its value

and bandwidth are derived from the amplitude measured after a polarizer, which is

placed after the nonlinear circular retarder. The retardance can be inferred from the

amplitude-frequency response measured after a photodiode. If the polarizer is aligned

to the x -axis, the intensity of the measured photocurrent at the output of a photodiode

with responsivity ℜ is related to the retardance through Malus’ law:

i = ℜ

∣∣∣∣∣
(
1 0

0 0

)
J

(
ES

0

)∣∣∣∣∣
2

= ℜES exp [2GSBS−Circular(f)] cos (ϕSBS−Circular(f)) |2.

(3.10)

The equation above implies that polarization changes are transformed into amplitude

changes observed at the photodiode output, and the phase-to-retardance conversion

can be straightforwardly extracted from the intensity of measured photocurrent by

using Eq. 3.10.
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3.2. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup used to validate the proposed technique is shown in Fig.

3.3. Two independent light sources, one with fixed wavelength (FLS) and the other

with tunable wavelength (TLS), configure the pump-probe scheme to induce SBS.

This approach is preferred over a single laser and an external modulator to show the

technique’s feasibility, which is a well-representation of a condition where an optical

signal controls another that comes from a different source.

The signal path is single-sideband (SSB) modulated with a dual-drive Mach-Zehnder

(DD-MZM) modulator and then amplified by an Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier (ED-

FA). The SoP of the signal source is controlled by the polarization controller PCS and

is set to horizontal SoP.

On the pump path, the light is modulated using a Mach-Zehnder modulator at

the minimum transmission bias point and fed by an Arbitrary Waveform Generator

(AWG), which contains the pump profile P (f) generated by the software. The pump

signal is amplified, and PCP modifies its polarization state to right-hand circular SoP.

The signal is propagated, and the pump is counter-propagated through 1.2 km of a

HNLF, that is, a Dispersion-Shifted Fiber with measured parameters g0 = 7.19×10−12

m/W, Aeff = 50 µm2, Leff = 1.15 km, ∆νB = 42 MHz, and νB = 9.636 GHz. A

portion of the power spectrum of the signal experiences circular rotation induced by

SBS. The signal lightwave affected by SBS comprises two power spectra, one aligned

Figure 3.3: Experimental setup. TLS: Tunable Light Source, AWG: Arbitrary Waveform Gene-
rator, MZM: Mach-Zehnder Modulator, EDFA: Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier, PC: Polarization
Controller, FLS: Fixed Light Source, DD-MZM: Dual Drive Mach-Zehnder Modulator, ISO: Iso-
lator, HNLF: Highly Nonlinear Fiber, OC: Optical Circulator, FBG: Fiber Bragg Grating, PA:
Polarization Analyzer, POL: Polarizer, PD: Photodetector, VNA: Vector Network Analyzer.
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to the horizontal axis and another to the vertical axis. The polarizer, POL, which

is aligned to the horizontal axis, removes the component of the vertical axis, and a

photodiode detects the horizontal component. A 99/1 power coupler delivers 1% of

the light beam to a polarization analyzer PA, which measures the polarization states

of the signal, the pump, and the optical power.

The pumps, frequency shifted around±9.6 GHz from the central frequency, generate

a Rayleigh backscattered wave that travels towards the photodetector. The Rayleigh

wave is used to determine the SoP of the pump, but it might cause damage to the

photodetector or generate unwanted oscillations, particularly when pumps with high

power levels are used. For this reason, before photodetection, a 12.5 GHz bandwidth

FBG is placed to remove the Rayleigh backscattering induced by the pump.

Finally, the RF transmitted and detected signals are generated from and introduced

to a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) that provides a linearly swept electrical signal

with a mean power of 10 dBm to study the transmission response of the system.

3.3. Results and Discussion

3.3.1. Design of the Pump Profile

The Kramers-Kronig relations impose that the SBS phase profile, which will be

further transformed into a retardance frequency response, is linked to a defined SBS

gain profile. Thus, an amplitude pump response that induces the desired SBS phase

response is needed to tailor the retardance effectively. In addition, as this technique

employs combined gain and loss SBS power spectra, the frequency spacing between

signals should be chosen appropriately to obtain the desired retardance frequency res-

ponse. This method is unlike time delay schemes where just a broadened Brillouin gain

response with a broader bandwidth is pursued since it provides a linear phase over

a more extensive range of frequencies, and, therefore, its slope (derivative), i.e., time

delay, is broadened.

The first step to designing a pump profile to achieve a broadened retardance is to

find a theoretical model that accurately represents SBS gain and loss power spectra

under a determined pump power condition. Appendix B presents these models for the

fiber-based SBS system used in this Thesis. Equation 3.1 must be applied to obtain the

expected phase profile. Thirdly, Eq. 3.10 describes the phase-to-retardace conversion.

Figure 3.4 shows measurements and theoretical predictions, where two tones generated

with a microwave local oscillator of fLO = νB − ∆νB/2 = 9.615 GHz were used as

pumps. In the inset of Fig. 3.4, the power spectrum of the pump profile is shown. The

optical pump power was set to 15.5 dBm.

As shown in Fig. 3.4, results show good agreement between theory and measure-
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ments. The model proposed for the combined response (blue solid line) fits the measu-

rement (solid red line) and exhibits the saturation in the gain spectrum induced by the

SBS response. The gain (dashed yellow line) and the retardance (dotted violet line)

spectra can be extracted from it. This model also predicts the frequency value, which

presents maximal retardance.

Figure 3.4: The normalized amplitude response of the measured system (red solid line) after a
polarizer and the nonlinear model proposed (blue solid line) to infer Brillouin-induced retardance,
which is the result of the combination of gain (dashed yellow line) and phase-to-retardance
conversion (dotted violet line) models. Inset: spectrum of the pump profile.

3.3.2. Feedback Loop Regulation

Gain saturation also implies that the outcome of the system will not scale linearly

with pump power. This phenomenon becomes more evident when high retardance va-

lues are required, for example, to perform a 90º of signal SoP rotation, as shown in the

measurements in Fig. 3.4. Moreover, the frequency spacing of the pumps, in combina-

tion with the pump spectrum shaping, are critical parameters of the system that must

be controlled to obtain a desired retardance frequency response. Consequently, these

variables are dynamically monitored and controlled, as indicated in the scheme of Fig.

3.5, where the extracted data are compared against the desired response, constituting

a feedback loop regulation. Iteratively, the model is readjusted, and the pump profile

is reconfigured until a determined retardance frequency response is obtained.
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Figure 3.5: An iterative process was followed to determine the pump profile.

3.3.3. Broadening Retardance

The proposed technique has been validated via measurements of the system’s res-

ponse using SSB pumps built from frequency sweep signals of 500 MHz and 1 GHz

bandwidths. The iterative process presented in Section 3.1.2 resulted in triangular-

shaped pump profiles, consistent with the results shown in [68].

Measurements are shown in Fig. 3.6a jointly with the model. In the inset, the po-

wer spectrum of various pumps employed is depicted. The difference in voltage between

them is due to the AWG, which provides a fixed mean RF power. Hence, as the sig-

nal’s bandwidth increases, the voltage is reduced. In each case, the model has a good

agreement with the measured response. The retardance is maximized at a frequency

value that is not necessarily the central frequency of the combined SBS gain and loss

spectra (fcentral).

Following Eq. 3.10, the induced retardance is derived from the amplitude frequency

response. Figure 3.6b depicts the extracted retardance from the model versus the fre-

quency deviation from the central frequency for three pump cases: non-broadened res-

ponse based on two tones (pump power of PPump = 15.5 dBm) and two frequency

sweeps of 500 MHz (PPump = 22.4 dBm) and 1 GHz (PPump = 25 dBm). The retar-

dance of the two-tone case nearly reaches 90°, as does the 500 MHz case. Meanwhile,

in the 1 GHz case, the retardance is around 80°. The bandwidth of the retardance is

increased from 51 MHz for the two-tone pump to 566 MHz and 913 MHz for 500 MHz

and 1 GHz sweeps, respectively. It is noticeable that there is an asymmetry around the

peak of retardance because of gain saturation. Alternatively, this asymmetry can be

interpreted as a detuning of the expected central frequency in the ideal case.

These results were obtained by performing offline processing. For real-time applica-

tions, the propagation velocity in the nonlinear medium mainly restricts the maximum

loop speed. For a fiber length of 1.2 km, the system will have a polarization modula-

tion speed of approximately 170 kHz, or equivalently, a minimal loop time of 5.8 ns.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: (a) Amplitude frequency response (solid line) and theoretical model (cross markers)
when a polarizer is used after the circular retarder using a 500 MHz and 1 GHz bandwidth swept
pump scheme; the inset shows the spectrum of the pump profile; and (b) retardance extracted
from experimental results shown in Fig. 3.6a as a function of deviation from the central frequency
for two tones (blue), 500 MHz (red) and 1 GHz swept pump schemes (yellow).

As a metric for evaluating the deviations between the expected retardance response

(model) and measurement, the relative root mean squared error (RRMSE) was chosen.

A minimization process for the RRMSE was done, establishing an exit condition for

the feedback loop when RRMSE<20%. This value represents a good trade-off between

the number of iterations and the proposed model’s accuracy. It was required to obtain

these triangular-like pump profiles at about 20 iterations, where the desired retardance

profile was set as a squared window with a bandwidth equal to the pump bandwidth.

Simultaneously, the central frequency of the pump was modified by steps of 1, 25, and

50 MHz for the two-tones, 500 MHz sweep and 1 GHz sweep cases, respectively.

According to Eq. 3.5, a pump power increase of around ten times with respect to the

two-tone case would be needed to obtain an increment in the bandwidth of retardance

from 51 MHz (two tones) to 566 MHz. This increase in pump power would need to be

around 20 times when retardance bandwidth is increased up to 913 MHz. Instead, in

the experiment, the pump power has been increased 4.9 times to obtain a retardance

bandwidth of 566 MHz and 9.8 times to get 913 MHz. This difference can be attributed

to the fact that Eq. 3.5 was derived by considering a Lorentzian-shaped broadened

pump, an assumption that is quite different from the case described here. In this work,

the combination of multiple single sidebands broadened pumps using a frequency sweep

is carried out rather than an idealized Lorentzian pump. This discrepancy, combined

with experimental deviations, makes it hard to derive a closed-form expression of the

required power needed to obtain a given retardance bandwidth. Nevertheless, Eq. 3.5

can be used to estimate the power levels needed for the experiment.
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3.3.4. Flattened Retardance

(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: (a) Measurements (cross markers) and fitting (solid line) of system outcome for
different carrier frequencies; the inset shows the spectrum of the pump file; and (b) extracted
retardance for a 300 MHz linearly swept pump profile.

A flat-top retardance frequency response can also be achieved by controlling the

pump profile. The pump profile can be engineered to provide a flattened response by

increasing the frequency spacing among pump lines. Results for a linearly swept pump

profile with a 300 MHz bandwidth are shown in Fig. 3.7. The inset of Fig. 3.7a depicts

the power spectrum of the triangular pump profiles employed, whose central frequency

has been shifted. In this experiment, the carrier frequency of the pump profile has

been modified from the condition of maximum retardance with fcentral = 9.8 GHz to

9.9 GHz and 10.0 GHz. In Fig. 3.7a, as the carrier frequency increases, gain and loss

spectra reduce the overlap, and the peak of absorption is reduced.

Consequently, in Fig. 3.7b, it can be appreciated that peak retardance starts to

flatten, but bandwidth is increased. The maximum retardance is slightly reduced when

the overlap is reduced. It goes from nearly 90º for fcentral= 9.8 GHz, with a bandwidth

of 200 MHz, to a retardance of around 82º with carrier frequencies of 9.9 GHz and 10.0

GHz that result in a bandwidth of 325 MHz and 520 MHz, respectively. Ripple is also

observed because of gain saturation caused by high power levels (in this experiment, the

pump power was set to PPump = 22.3 dBm). A ripple factor, indicated in the retardance

curves of Fig. 3.7b, determined by the frequency range in which the retardance (ϕ)

drops to half of its peak value, can be defined as

Ripple Factor =

√
ϕ2
RMS − ϕ2

Mean

ϕMean

. (3.11)

Ripple can be considerably reduced while obtaining a symmetrical frequency response

of retardance by decreasing pump power levels, as seen in Fig. 3.8. In Fig. 3.8a, measu-
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: (a) Measurements (cross markers) and fitting (solid line) of amplitude frequency
response after a polarizer for different pump power levels, and (b) extracted retardance using
3.10 versus frequency using a 300 MHz linearly swept pump profile.

rements of the system outcome for different pump power levels using a linearly swept

pump profile with a carrier frequency of 9.9 GHz are presented with the respective

model fitted. In Fig. 3.8b, extracted retardance is shown, and the distortion or ripple

introduced by high power pump levels can be clearly seen.

Next, it is demonstrated that the value of retardance can also be tuned by contro-

lling the pump power, as shown in Fig. 3.9, where mean retardance and ripple factor

are shown as a function of pump power. The ripple factor (associated with nonlinear

distortion) is reduced when the pump power is reduced. Saturation could be mitigated

Figure 3.9: Mean retardance and ripple factor versus pump power using a 300 MHz linearly
swept pump profile.
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by including a second set of two orthogonal pumps with left-handed circular polariza-

tion with another sideband of the pump profile, which would partially compensate a

gain with a loss and, at the same time, add retardance to the system [69][53]. Thus,

the system could operate at higher power values with reduced nonlinear distortion.

The impact of noise on retardance is analyzed. Since Brillouin gain GB is propor-

tional to the pump power Pp (as shown in Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.4), the Brillouin gain will

be directly affected by random amplitude variations of the pump, and, in consequence,

these random variations will be translated as noise in the Brillouin-induced phase res-

ponse and thus on the retardance. Consequently, any amplitude noise from the pump,

such as relative intensity noise (RIN) and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise,

will result in fluctuations in retardance. Given that the power used in these experiments

was considerably high, ASE noise is the dominant noise contribution in this system.

Simulations have been carried out to test the effect of the amplitude noise of the pump

light beam on the retardance by considering the model of SBS polarization-dependent

interactions with gain saturation and a spectral broadening of 300 MHz (following the

conditions of measurements shown in Fig. 3.8).

The results are depicted in Fig. 3.10, which shows the relation between σ2
Retardance

(the variance of the mean retardance in the bandwidth of interaction) and the signal-

to-noise ratio of the pump and the ASE noise (SNRPump = PPump/PASE) at different

pump power levels through 10000 realizations of a numerical simulation of the system.

A nonlinear dependence between σ2
Retardance and SNRPump, that rapidly grows for

Figure 3.10: The variance of retardance σ2
Retardance vs. signal-to-noise ratio of the pump

SNRPump obtained from simulations of the model of SBS polarization-dependent interactions
with gain saturation and a spectral broadening of 300 MHz.
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SNRPump less than 15 dB, is observed. In addition, as pump power increases, the noise

of the retardance is less affected for each SNRPump, showing a particular effect of

saturation of noise, accordingly to the saturation of the SBS gain spectra.

Finally, Fig. 3.11 shows histograms of the mean retardance under different condi-

tions of SNR and pump powers. SNR values of 5 dB and 30 dB and pump power levels

of 12.6 dBm and 20.6 dBm have been selected to obtain these histograms. For all cases,

even though SBS polarization-dependent interactions constitute a nonlinear system, it

is observed that the noise distribution in the mean retardance follows a Gaussian-like

distribution, which is likely that it comes from the Gaussian distribution of the ASE

noise considered for simulations. When comparing the histograms of Fig. 3.11a and

Fig. 3.11c to the histograms of Fig. 3.11b and Fig. 3.11d, it is observed that the sam-

ples of the mean retardance are more dispersed around their mean value, which means

that with a pump with high power, the variance of the mean retardance is increased

regardless of the pump’s SNR. This last statement is consistent with the results pre-

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.11: Histograms of the mean retardance obtained from the SBS polarization controller
under different noise and power conditions: (a) PPump = 12.6 dBm and SNR = 30 dB; (b)
PPump = 20.6 dBm and SNR = 30 dB, (c) PPump = 12.6 dBm and SNR = 5 dB, (d) PPump =
20.6 dBm and SNR = 5 dB.
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sented in Fig. 3.10 and implicates that under high pump power conditions (i.e., high

retardance), the performance of the system in terms of the variance of the retardance

is slightly affected by the purity of the pump light source and, consequently, low-cost

lasers could be used as a pump for this circular retarder nonlinear device.

The methodology developed in this Chapter allowed us, for the first time and to the

best of our knowledge, to present and demonstrate a light-by-light polarization control

scheme via a nonlinear interaction with bandwidth extension and spectral shaping .



Chapter 4

Applications

In previous chapters, methods for full polarization control based on SBS have been

discussed. It has been proven that it is possible to manipulate the state-of-polarization

(SoP) of an optical signal with the properties mentioned before. This Chapter applies

the concept of SBS-based polarization control to perform optical signal processing

functionalities in fiber optic systems. In particular, this search for new applications

focuses on optical signal routing and photonic microwave filtering.

4.1. Signal Routing

Signal distribution is one of the main tasks of optical networks. Additionally, devices

such as optical power splitters and combiners are crucial for sensing [70], monitoring

[71], and delivering optical signals to different subsystems in photonic circuits [72]. In

some cases, the signal needs to be split into its fundamental polarization components,

a procedure that can be done straightforwardly by a polarization beam splitter (PBS).

The effect of separating signals that are coded in different polarization axes can be

interpreted as a signal routing operation, where input signals aligned to the principal

polarization axis of the PBS come out to one of its output ports and signals orthogonal

to the principal polarization axis comes out to the second output port. Due to the

capacity of the SBS-based polarization controller to change the SOP of a light beam,

it can potentially become in the core subsystem, in combination with the PBS, of an

optical router.

Moreover, by using this configuration and leveraging the frequency and bandwidth

tuning properties of this system, if the input signal is composed of different sub-signals

(aligned to the principal axes of the PBS) placed at a determined wavelength, one of

these sub-signals can be selected and delivered to the orthogonal port of the PBS. This

routing signal operation is similar to a Wavelength Selective Switch (WSS), as shown

in Fig. 4.1, with the principal difference in the operating bandwidth: a commercial

43
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Figure 4.1: Use of the SBS-based polarization controller for selecting and delivering to the
Drop port (y polarization axis output of the PBS) the sub-signal S3 which is part of a set of
signals S1, ...,S4 that are wavelength division multiplexed and aligned to x polarization axis.

WSS operates with bandwidths of 50 GHz and 100 GHz. An SBS-based optical router

can complement present WSS technology based on MEMs (Micro-Electromechanical

Systems) or LCoS (Liquid Crystals on Silica) since they can provide this functionality

with narrower band channels. Schemes for splitting signals with lower bandwidth can be

constructed with optical filters [73]. Still, the possibility of fine frequency tuning (i.e.,

the MHz/GHz range) is minimal. Meanwhile, the SBS-based polarization controller

is proven to operate in the GHz range, representing an improvement in frequency

selectivity.

On the other hand, other types of devices exhibit altered transmission characteris-

tics if the input and output channels are interchanged [74], called nonreciprocal devices.

Examples of them are optical circulators [75], isolators [76], and amplifiers[77], and their

use is widely spread in photonic systems. Backward Stimulated Brillouin Scattering is

a nonlinear, nonreciprocal phenomenon, where amplitude and absorption spectra are

induced only under frequency, phase, and direction (counter-propagating pump and

signal waves) matching conditions [78]. From the direction condition, it is derived that

the typical backward SBS gain and loss spectra do not appear when pump and sig-

nal waves are co-propagated. There is a forward Brillouin scattering phenomenon [79],

which is activated using a co-propagating signal and pump waves pair. However, it only

induces phase modulation [80], and Brillouin frequency shifts are around several MHz,

so it can be neglected when direct detection is employed, and the pump-signal pair is

separated in the range of GHz.

Thus, the nonreciprocal property of the SBS-based polarization controller can be

considered when designing active circulators and isolators with high isolation between

ports. In Fig. 4.2, a scheme of an active optical wavelength selective circulator whose

core component is the SBS-based polarization controller is shown. Here, a signal that

enters port 1, which is co-propagating with the pump wave, travels to port 2, avoiding

being affected by the SBS-induced retardance. While considering a signal entering port
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2, the operation of polarization rotation is performed, and the signal from port 2 is

derived to port 3, corresponding to other outputs of the polarization beam splitter.

It can be seen that ports 1 and 3 and ports 2 and 1 are strongly isolated, in one

case by the PBS and in the other by the change of the SoP induced by the SBS. As

mentioned, bandwidth and central frequency can be modified to select a portion of a

signal spectrum and transmit it to port 3. Furthermore, an active-frequency selective

optical isolator can be built if a polarizer is placed instead of a PBS.

Figure 4.2: A scheme of a wavelength selective optical circulator constituted by the SBS-based
polarization controller: a signal that travels from port 1 to port 2 is not affected by SBS-induced
retardance; meanwhile, a signal entering port 2 suffers from polarization conversion in order to
be split to the y polarization axes and delivered to port 3. If a polarizer replaces the PBS, the
optical circulator will be transformed into an optical isolator.

4.2. Photonic Microwave Filtering

In the last Section, it was mentioned that if a portion of a signal wave changes its

SoP by using the SBS polarization controller. Then, this signal is spatially separated or

blocked using a polarization-sensitive device, e.g., a PBS or a polarizer, and the remai-

ning signal will result in a part of its power spectrum absorbed. This process resembles

the working principle of a polarization-sensitive optical filter, where the bandwidth

of the absorbed spectrum is determined by the total retardance induced by the SBS

polarization controller. This concept is graphically described in Fig. 4.3. Moreover, if

the optical signal carries the information of an electrical microwave signal, the overall

system will constitute a microwave photonic filter after reconversion to the electrical

domain. For instance, the results showed in Chapter 3 Fig. 3.11a can be interpreted as

a microwave photonic reject band filter based on the SBS polarization controller with

adjustable central frequency and bandwidth, where the absorbed power spectrum is

strictly related to the induced SBS retardance. Aiming to go beyond, if the rotated

signal is not lost but instead is handled in order to maintain optical coherence and

obtain frequency stability, it could be made a microwave photonic passband filter from

a single SBS-polarization controller.
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Figure 4.3: SBS-based polarization controller as the core subsystem of a microwave photonic
filter.

The concepts mentioned above were considered to develop and test an application

in the field of Microwave Photonics [81]. The polarization control method described

in Chapter 2, in combination with a polarization-sensitive balanced detection scheme,

allowed the implementation of versatile photonic microwave filters with frequency tu-

nability and bandform, i.e., notch and passband responses, using a single-fiber stage

SBS-based polarization controller. It will be further seen that the stopband filter deri-

ved from the SBS-based polarization controller outperforms other implementations in

terms of stopband attenuation and simultaneously provides interchangeability with the

passband filter. The obtained passband filter has a similar stopband rejection compared

to those that only use one stage of optical fiber.

4.2.1. Microwave Photonic Filter Based on Polarization-Sensitive

Balanced Detection�

The filter architecture relies on performing a polarization-dependent balanced pho-

todetection on an optical signal whose polarization has been changed in a band of

interest in the SBS-based polarization controller. As seen in previous Chapters, this

polarization control method exploits the fact that if the pump is aligned with one ei-

genmode of the signal, SBS induces a controlled phase shift between eigenmodes. Thus,

SBS can introduce an optically controlled phase retardance between linearly polarized

eigenmodes. An enhanced phase response can be obtained if two SBS responses, namely

one gain plus one loss, are combined, as shown in Fig. 4.4a. The phase shift from both

responses is added, while the amplitudes of the gain and loss are mainly compensated.

It is analogous to an optical all-pass filter. This process is achieved by generating a pair

of pumps at frequencies ±ωp1 = ±2π(νB+∆νB/2), where νB is the Brillouin frequency

shift and ∆νB the gain bandwidth, around the band of interest Ωc that must be filtered.

�This Subsection is based on: G. Zoireff, D. Samaniego and B. Vidal, ((Dynamic Filtering of
Microwave Signals Through Brillouin-Based Polarization-Sensitive Balanced Detection)), in IEEE J.
Sel. Top. Quantum Electron., vol. 27, no. 2, pp. 1-6, Art no. 7500206, March-April 2021.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Mechanism and pump waves for polarization control based on SBS-induced retar-
dance. a) Phase and amplitude responses from the combination of gain and loss responses by
using a pair of pump waves at ±Ωp1 and ±Ωp2; b) Representation on the Poincaré sphere of the
pump waves for circular rotation: one pair has right-handed circular polarization Ωp1 and the
other left-handed circular polarization Ωp2.

To minimize the spontaneous noise contribution and center the peak of the retardance

at Ωc, a second pump pair is used at ±ωp2 = ±2π(νB−∆νB/2). Depending on the SoP

of the pump waves, different types of polarization control can be achieved if pumps are

set in each pole on the Poincaré sphere (see Fig. 4.4b), and a circular retarder can be

implemented. The amount of polarization rotation is controlled by the pump power.

If a microwave signal is modulated onto an optical carrier through a single sideband

modulation with carrier (SSB+C), light-by-light polarization control can be used to

selectively rotate the SoP of a band of interest, as given by

Es(t) ∝ exp (jω0t) [Ac +mSSB(t)] , (4.1)

where ω0 and Ac are the angular frequency and amplitude of the optical carrier, res-

pectively, and mSSB(t) is the microwave signal modulated in SSB.

The SoP of the band of interest within the sideband Ωc is rotated at 45º relative to

the SoP of the carrier and single sideband (SSB+C), as shown in Fig. 4.5a and given

by

E ′
s(t) =

(
Ex̂

Eŷ

)
∝ exp (jω0t) [Ac + m̃SSB(t)]

(
1

0

)
+

1

2
MSSB(Ωc) exp (j(ω0 + ωc)t)

(
1

1

)
,

(4.2)

whereMSSB is the Fourier transform ofmSSB(t) and m̃SSB(t) is its unrotated remaining

part along the x̂ axis.

If 4.2 is rotated with a conventional broadband fiber polarization controller to enter

a polarization beam splitter (PBS) at 45º of its principal polarization axes, as shown

in Fig. 4.5b, in each PBS output, the input signal is projected to one its axes.

If the PBS output corresponding to its x̂ axis, given the convention assumed in Fig.
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4.5b, is connected to one input of a balanced photodiode and the output corresponding

to its ŷ axis of the PBS is blocked before entering the balanced photodiode, a stop-

band filter response will be obtained at the output of the photodiode, i.e. polarization

rotation is transformed to optical loss. This process is shown in Fig. 4.5c and Fig. 4.3.

As can be seen, the sideband suffers a 3 dB loss, whereas the band of interest is highly

attenuated due to the PBS

E ′
x̂(t) ∝

1√
2
exp (jω0t) [Ac + m̃SSB(t)] , (4.3)

E ′
ŷ(t) ∝ exp (jω0t)

[
Ac + m̃SSB(t) +

√
2MSSB(Ωc) exp (jΩct)

]
. (4.4)

On the other hand, if the signal in the ŷ axis is not blocked, a passband response 4.4

is achieved from the subtraction in the balanced photodiode between the optical notch

response shown in Fig. 4.5c and the response of Fig. 4.5d. Thus, outside the band of

interest, both signals are canceled by the balanced detection, while within this band,

the passband with the 3 dB gain is not canceled because the PBS has filtered the signal

in this band.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.5: The operating principle of the proposed photonic microwave filter. a) Single side-
band modulated signal with carrier (SSB+C) at the output of the nonlinear polarization where
the band of interest has been rotated 45º; b) Rotation of the SSB+C signal to enter at 45º rela-
tive to the fast and slow axes of the PBS; c) Optical signal at the output x̂ of the PBS showing
a stopband response; d) Optical signal at the output ŷ of the PBS showing an all-pass response
but in the band of interest where the architecture applies a 3 dB gain.
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Thus, a filter response not constrained by the conventional SBS gain in optical

fibers of around 20 dB can be implemented, which forces multi-stage architectures to

achieve filter response with significant out-of-band rejection.

4.2.2. Experimental Setup

Figure 4.6: Block diagram of the experimental setup of the proposed photonic microwave filter.
HLNF: highly nonlinear fiber. OC: optical circulator; ISO: isolator. FBG: fiber Bragg grating. PA:
polarization analyzer. ODL: optical delay line. VOA: variable optical attenuator. BP: balanced
photodetector. VNA: vector network analyzer.

The experimental setup used to validate the concept of photonic microwave filtering

based on all-optical polarization control is shown in Fig. 4.6. An optical signal (1548

nm) is split into two paths. The upper path is used to generate the central pump angular

frequency Ωc of the optical carrier (by the Mach-Zehnder modulator MZM0 biased at

Minimum Transmission Bias -MITB) of the Brillouin polarization control stage that

acts as a circular retarder. It is implemented by two Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZM1

and MZM2) biased at MITB and fed by two microwave oscillators with frequencies fp1

(9.607 GHz) and fp2 (9.677 GHz). An optical circulator (OC1) directs the SBS pump

(Pump#1) toward the circular retarder through 1 km of highly nonlinear fiber (HLNF).

The Brillouin parameters for this fiber are ∆νB = 40 MHz, g0 = 7.19 × 10−12 m/W,

νB = 9.64 GHz, and Aeff = 11 µm2. In the lower path, an RF signal modulates

the light signal using a dual-drive Mach-Zehnder modulator (DD-MZM) at quadrature

bias to implement an SSB+C. This pumping scheme could be replaced by an arbitrary

waveform generator (AWG) to simplify the system hardware and extend the bandwidth,

as done in Chapter 3.

The Brillouin polarization control was optimized by adjusting the polarization of

the two counter-propagating signals at frequencies fp1 and fp2 to the right and left
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circular SoP, respectively. A fiber Bragg grating (FBG) in reflection mode (bandwidth

of 12.5 GHz) filters out backward residual pump waves. The pump power control is

done by adjusting the pump power through the Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA)

until it is matched to the orthogonal SoP relative to the transmission axis of PBS

output by stopband filter. The polarized signal is set to be 45° linear at the input of

the PBS. The power of the required pump is 8 dBm, reaching a retardance of −π/2,

which changes the signal’s polarization state until horizontal linear polarization. The

retardance has been measured with a polarization analyzer (PA) following the Poincaré

sphere method [57]. A good linear dependence between retardance in the π/4 to π range

and pump power from 1 mW to 6.5 mW has been observed [53].

The filtered modulated signal reaches a balanced photodiode, where a variable

optical attenuator (VOA) is used to select the filter response’s bandform (notch or

passband) by blocking one path. The balanced photodetector is a Teleoptix 43 Gbps

DPSK photoreceiver with limiting TIA, with a typical small signal differential conver-

sion gain of 1500 V/W, 0.5 ps of optical path delay, and an OSNR performance of

19 dB. Also, an optical delay line (ODL) is employed to compensate for the balanced

photodetector’s optical path delay. Finally, the filter’s frequency response is measured

with a vector network analyzer (VNA) HP8510C. Unlike other stopband filters, the

filter’s great depth is performed in the optical domain.

Experimental measurements show that the performance is stable after the configu-

ration of the polarization states of the signal and pumps.

Figure 4.7: Measured normalized frequency response of the photonic microwave stopband filter
centered at 5 GHz.
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Figure 4.8: Measurement of the tunability of the frequency response of the stopband filter
response by changing the pump frequency fp0.

4.2.3. Results and Discussion

Figure 4.7 shows the normalized response (S21), which has been measured with the

VNA at the output of the balanced photodetector when the strong attenuation of the

VOA blocks one path. In this configuration, a notch filter response filter designed to

operate with a center frequency of 5 GHz is obtained.

Measurements show a very large stopband rejection of 67 dB with a FWHM of 64

MHz. To the best of our knowledge, it is the highest stopband rejection reported for a

photonic microwave stopband filter. The filter central frequency is given by the pump’s

frequency, controlled by a microwave oscillator. As shown in Fig. 4.8, the filter response

can be tuned by changing the pump frequency fp0. Due to the frequency response of

the overall system and the lack of equalization, the insertion loss changes with central

frequency in this proof of concept.

Additionally, the setup shown in Fig. 4.6 allows for the dynamic switch between

a notch and a passband response by blocking one input to the balanced photodetec-

tor. The experimental setup was done using a VOA, but high-speed switching of the

type of filter response could be done if a fast-optical switch replaces the VOA. Fig.

4.9 shows a passband filter response obtained using this technique. The passband has

a bandwidth of 95 MHz, with a maximum ripple of 0.5 dB and an out-of-band rejec-

tion better than 30 dB. In a similar way as with the stopband response, the central

frequency of the passband can be tuned by changing the pump frequency, as shown in

Fig. 4.10, where the range of tunability has been limited by the bandwidth of the mi-

crowave oscillators available at the laboratory. The out-of-band rejection is determined

by the amplitude and phase imbalances of the optical signals applied to the balanced

PD and the common-mode rejection ratio of the balanced PD. Additional degrada-
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tion was experienced due to imperfections during the generation of the dual-sideband

suppressed-carrier pump signal and spontaneous noise. Consequently, when the central

frequency is tuned, the filter exhibits a reduction in the out-of-band rejection, but the

shape and bandwidth are preserved.

Additionally, the setup shown in Fig. 4.6 allows for the dynamic switch between

a notch and a passband response by blocking one input to the balanced photodetec-

tor. The experimental setup was done using a VOA, but high-speed switching of the

type of filter response could be done if a fast-optical switch replaces the VOA. Fig.

4.9 shows a passband filter response obtained using this technique. The passband has

a bandwidth of 95 MHz, with a maximum ripple of 0.5 dB and an out-of-band rejec-

tion better than 30 dB. In a similar way as with the stopband response, the central

frequency of the passband can be tuned by changing the pump frequency, as shown in

Fig. 4.10, where the range of tunability has been limited by the bandwidth of the mi-

crowave oscillators available at the laboratory. The out-of-band rejection is determined

by the amplitude and phase imbalances of the optical signals applied to the balanced

PD and the common-mode rejection ratio of the balanced PD. Additional degrada-

tion was experienced due to imperfections during the generation of the dual-sideband

suppressed-carrier pump signal and spontaneous noise. Consequently, when the central

frequency is tuned, the filter exhibits a reduction in the out-of-band rejection, but the

shape and bandwidth are preserved.

The idea of using Stimulated Brillouin Scattering for microwave filtering purposes

is not new. This nonlinear phenomenon offers interesting features over other imple-

mentations because the filter’s central frequency and bandwidth can be tuned without

much effort, and the natural bandwidth of SBS is around 20 MHz. Thus, very narrow

filter responses (i.e., high-quality factors) can be obtained. At the same time, by broa-

Figure 4.9: Measured normalized frequency response of the photonic passband filter centered
at 3 GHz.
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Figure 4.10: Measurement of the tunability of the frequency response of the passband filter
response by changing the pump frequency fp0.

dening the pump wave, it is possible to implement GHz-wide flat-top responses with

fine granularity and large skirt selectivity. Unlike previous photonic microwave filters,

primarily based on FIR structures, e.g., in [92], SBS avoids the tradeoff between band-

pass bandwidth and free spectral range (FSR). Brillouin-based photonic microwave

filters usually provide only two bandpass responses in the 0–20 GHz band, although

a single response can be obtained [93]. This implementation departs from FIR filters,

which have periodic frequency responses with a bandpass bandwidth related to the

FSR. Tunability is also much simplified with SBS in relation to previous FIR photonic

microwave filters since it is done just by tuning the pump. Despite some schemes that

have been proposed to avoid this limitation, [94] SBS offers a much more versatile

solution for filtering.

Additionally, Brillouin-based photonic microwave filters can be tailored to comply

with a given filter mask [86][88].

Finally, SBS has the lowest activation power of all nonlinear effects in silica fibers,

so it can be easily induced, reducing the power consumption of the filter. This property

will also permit the miniaturization of SBS-based filter architectures through photonic

integration [95][96], which has a great potential to reduce the cost and footprint of

photonic solutions for microwave signal processing.

From the original concept of SBS-based photonic microwave filtering, a subfa-

mily of filter architectures evolved towards those that rely on polarization pulling

[25][90][91][97]. SBS is based on the interference between two counter-propagating wa-

ves, which, through electrostriction, induce an acoustic wave that generates a traveling

grating. This interference process is highly polarization-dependent. Suppose the pump

and the signal do not have their states of polarization (SoP) perfectly aligned. In that

case, SBS amplification, although not getting maximum gain, applies a selective gain
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Table 4.1: Performances of Microwave Photonic Filters based on SBS effect.

Reference Method Fiber Stages Filter Type Bandwidth Stopband Attenuation
[40] Gain and Loss 1 Passband / Stopband 24.4 MHz 22 dB / -
[82] Gain and Loss 1 Passband / Stopband 32 MHz 30 dB / 58 dB
[83] Phase 1 Stopband 13 MHz 60 dB
[84] Gain 2 Passband 1 to 3 GHz 40 dB
[85] Polarization Pulling 1 Passband 250 MHz to 1 GHz 40 dB
[86] Phase 1 Passband 84 MHz 30 dB
[87] Loss + Polarization Pulling 1 Passband 0.5 to 9.5 GHz 20 dB
[88] Gain 1 Passband 30 MHz 40 dB
[89] Gain and Loss 1 Stopband 33 to 89 MHz 60 dB
[90] Polarization Pulling 1 Passband 700 MHz 30 dB
[91] Polarization Pulling 2 Passband 7.7 MHz 80 dB

This work Polarization Conversion 1 Passband / Stopband 95 MHz / 64 MHz 30 dB / 67 dB

on the polarization eigenmode aligned with the pump. Thus, the SBS effect pulls the

signal SoP toward the pump SoP. This mechanism can implement photonic microwave

filters if the polarization is converted to loss over a sideband spectrum that carries

a microwave signal. Photonic microwave filters based on polarization pulling showed

enhanced out-of-band rejection of the filter response, avoiding the need for multiple

cascading stages.

Table 4.1 reviews the performance of state-of-the-art microwave photonic filters ba-

sed on different strategies related to the SBS effect using a single stage of optical fiber.

This comparison reflects that the architecture presented here outperforms other imple-

mentations regarding stopband attenuation, achieving a record of 67 dB. At the same

time, it is given the chance to swap from stopband to passband filter types. The out-of-

band attenuation in the obtained passband SBS filter is comparable to other filters but

below 40 dB. However, as mentioned before, this property can be improved by reducing

imbalances at the balanced PD and other mismatches due to the components emplo-

yed in the experiment. Finally, the bandwidths obtained for passband and stopband

implementations are consistent with using a double pump scheme, where, as discus-

sed in Chapter 3, the total bandwidth is related to the phase-to-retardance conversion

process. As this technique combines two phase responses of around 35 MHz (Brillouin

bandwidth) and shifted ±17.5 MHz, it will result in a bandwidth of retardance greater

than the natural SBS response.

The different applications for the SBS-based polarization controller proposed in

this Chapter merge as alternative approaches for traditional optical devices. An inno-

vative microwave photonic filtering method has been developed from these proposals,

which offers versatility in dynamic switching between notch and passband configura-

tions. When comparing its performance against similar SBS-based microwave photonic

implementations, the tremendous attenuation in the rejection band of the notch filter

must be highlighted.
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Conclusions

From the theory of inelastic scattering predicted by L. Brillouin precisely one hun-

dred and one years ago and the first experiments carried out in liquids by Gross in

1930 to the present, where Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) is excited in photo-

nic chips to serve for multiple purposes, as well as in the most advanced systems of

distributed sensing of temperature and strain, the role of this nonlinear phenomenon

in modern and future photonic technology is highly relevant. Around this vast univer-

se created based on SBS, the research focus of this Thesis has been on the study of

the possibilities that it offers for light-by-light polarization control of light in optical

fiber systems. The starting point has been to set specific targets that an SBS-based

polarization controller has to accomplish: firstly, the ability to produce arbitrary ty-

pes of birefringence and, secondly, to extend its natural bandwidth of operation. This

way, full-polarization control of light would be achieved. A third objective has been

finding technological applications for this device, which emerged as an opportunity to

extend and improve the current state-of-the-art of SBS-based signal processing tools,

if possible.

The first step to achieving full polarization control using SBS was to develop a

method that allowed for arbitrarily controlling the birefringence experienced by light

as it propagates through an optical fiber. As far as we know, it is the first technique

experimentally proven to achieve dynamic change in the birefringence type and magni-

tude in optical fibers in an all-optical fashion, allowing well-defined trajectories on the

Poincaré sphere, which are very hard or even impossible to accomplish using mechani-

cally adjustable polarization controllers or waveplates. Thus, a polarization controller

has been presented based on SBS polarization-dependent interactions with the abi-

lity to perform changes in a nonlinear medium’s birefringence dynamically. Additional

properties derived from this method were extensively studied, including SBS-induced

group delay and group velocity dispersion. Their strong dependence on the polariza-

tion states of the pump and signal, which allowed the generation and manipulation
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of differential group delays and differential group delay dispersion, has also been de-

monstrated. Thus, an optical fiber has been transformed via SBS into an arbitrarily

manipulated birefringent, delay generator, and highly dispersive propagating medium.

The next step towards full-polarization control of light was to enhance the opera-

ting bandwidth of the polarization controller based on Brillouin polarization-dependent

interactions. Phase-to-retardance conversion of a light source with a horizontal polari-

zation state was achieved by combining the gain and loss power spectra of two broa-

dened pumps with a right-handed circular polarization state. Unlike previous Brillouin

broadening schemes aimed at amplitude or time delay control, retardance broadening

requires engineering the phase frequency response of SBS interaction to have a constant

flat phase frequency response that results in a flat-induced birefringence. An iterative

method based on pump feedback allowed the engineering of the pump profile to reach

a given Brillouin-induced retardance frequency response. The control of the main va-

riables of the system, such as pump power, frequency spacing, bandwidth, and shape

of the pump, permitted the operation of broadened polarization control even though

the SBS gain response was under a saturation regime. From this, the pump profile was

designed to provide flat-top retardance with an absolute value that can be controlled

through the pump gain.

After reaching full-polarization control, two possible applications for this SBS-based

polarization controller have been analyzed. The properties of bandwidth, central fre-

quency, and birefringence tuning of the polarization controller have given place to sig-

nal routers, nonreciprocal devices such as active and wavelength-selective circulators

and isolators, and optical or microwave photonic filters, on which the SBS-based po-

larization controller, in combination with polarization-sensitive structures, is the core

subsystem.

Despite having presented a few alternatives for applying the SBS-based polarization

controller, only one has been tested. This application in the Microwave Photonics field

is a novel microwave filter architecture that offers tremendous versatility since it can

be used to implement filters that are frequency tunable and completely reconfigura-

ble by dynamically shaping the response, the bandwidth, and even the type of filter

(stopband, passband). Experiments with this SBS-based filter using a single stage of

highly nonlinear optical fiber exhibited a record-high stopband rejection. Meanwhile,

the passband configuration presented a performance similar to other single-stage SBS

filter implementations. This approach enhances the architecture’s flexibility since a

single design could be applied to various scenarios.

Finally, and to conclude, the main contribution of this Thesis has been the increase

in the collection of tools available to achieve a better understanding of the control

of light propagation in guided media and rethink traditional optical devices. Other

issues that should have been discussed but are very important in most applications are
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power consumption and the possibilities of implementing the concepts developed here

in photonic integrated circuits. A viable way to reduce the power consumption of the

SBS-based polarization controller is to consider using other non-traditional fiber-guided

media with enhanced nonlinearity, such as photonic crystal fibers. These waveguides

could also help overcome some limitations of SBS as its restricted time-bandwidth

product opens up a chance for obtaining a broader retardance frequency response.

Recent developments in On-Chip SBS pave the way for implementing this device in

integrated photonic systems. Additionally, a window of opportunity opens for other

opto-acoustic interactions, such as forward or inter-polarization Brillouin scattering,

where polarization control of light has yet to be explored.



Appendix A

Theory of Brillouin Light Scattering

Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS) is a nonlinear process represented by the light-

matter interaction between an optical wave (photons) and an acoustic wave (acoustic

phonons), defined by the vibrational modes determined by the geometry of the prop-

agating media. Fluctuations in the optical properties of a dielectric material system

produce the acoustic wave. It provokes a modulation in the refractive index of the

nonlinear medium, creating a diffraction grating that scatters the incident light beam.

At the end of the interaction, scattered photons produce less energy than incident pho-

tons, which defines Brillouin light scattering as inelastic. This phenomenon is different

from Raman light scattering, where the interaction is between photons against the

vibrational modes of the lattice structure of the molecules of a nonlinear medium, and

Rayleigh scattering, which is a linear light scattering from non-propagating density

fluctuations and represents a fundamental propagating loss process [8][7]. These three

fundamental scattering mechanisms are depicted in A.1.

Brillouin light scattering (BLS) is very relevant in optical fibers. In these waveg-

uides, the nonlinear phenomenon requires the least power to be activated. For compar-

ison, the BLS power threshold in optical fibers is around 1 mW, whereas Raman power

thresholds are around 1 W [8]. Additionally, BLS manifests its influence at frequencies

around ±10 GHz of the pump frequency. It might be a problem for communication

systems where linear transmission is usually required. However, this relatively low

frequency of influence and low power threshold, in combination with other properties

such as its sensitivity to strain and temperature, makes BLS suitable for sensing and

signal processing applications.

Brillouin light scattering can be classified as spontaneous or stimulated, depending

on whether the presence of the incident light beam alters the optical properties of the

material system. Also, similar to other nonlinear processes in optical fibers, fulfilling

phase-matching conditions are required to produce an efficient nonlinear interaction.

The following sections will analyze these two types of BLS and the phase-matching
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Figure A.1: Fundamental scattering processes in a nonlinear propagating medium.

conditions.

A.1. Spontaneous Brillouin Scattering

A light-scattering process is said to be spontaneous if the fluctuations (typically in

the dielectric constant) that cause the light-scattering are caused by thermal or quan-

tum mechanical zero-point effects [7]. These fluctuations generate thermal phonons or,

equivalently, sound waves. Subsequently, the pump wave is scattered, creating a Stokes

wave. In Fig. A.2a is shown the dispersion diagram where the optical and acoustic

modes of the fiber are illustrated. The energy and momentum conservation conditions

are satisfied when the pump and Stokes waves are related by

ΩB = ωP − ωS (A.1a)

q = kP − kS. (A.1b)

where ωP and ωS are the angular frequencies of the pump and Stokes waves with their

associated wavenumbers kp and kS; and ΩB and q are the angular frequency and the

wavenumber of the acoustic wave. The dispersion relation of the longitudinal acoustic
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modes is given by:

ωA(k) ≈ vAk, (A.2)

where vA is the acoustic velocity of the sound wave in silica. As ωP ≈ ωS ≈ ω0, from

the dispersion diagram, it can be seen that q ≈ 2kP = 2ωPn/c, with n the refractive

index of the optical fiber and c the speed of light in vacuum. Thus, when it is evaluated

ωA(k = q) it follows

ΩB = ωA(q) =
2vAn

λ0

. (A.3)

νB = ΩB/2π is one fundamental parameter of the BLS, and it is named Brillouin

frequency shift. For va = 5900 m/s and n = 1.45, νB = λ0 = 1550 nm, νB = 10.8

GHz. Another important conclusion that can be extracted from the dispersion diagram

is that to support the interaction of pump and Stokes waves; they must travel in

opposite directions. For this reason, this interaction is also known as backward Brillouin

(a)

(b)

Figure A.2: (a) Dispersion diagram of spontaneous Brillouin light scattering, where frequen-
cies and wavenumbers of the optical and longitudinal acoustic modes of the optical fiber match
between them by energy and momentum conservation, and (b) backward Brillouin scattering in
an optical fiber with counter-propagating pump and Stokes waves.
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scattering, and it is derived from the excitation of longitudinal variations in the material

density of the optical fiber, as can be appreciated in Fig. A.2b.

A.2. Stimulated Backward Brillouin Scattering

A light-scattering process is said to be stimulated if the presence of the light field

induces fluctuations in the propagating media [7]. From the spontaneous BLS analysis,

the main result of the scattering process of photons and thermally generated phonons

was the creation of the Stokes wave. The Stokes wave is downshifted in frequency from

the pump wave by the amount given by ΩB. As the beating between the pump and

sound waves reinforces the Stokes wave, the beating between the pump and Stokes

waves reinforces the acoustic wave. This way, a positive feedback loop is established,

producing an exponential increment in the power of the Stokes wave. Electrostriction

is the primary mechanism that contributes to reinforcing the driving of the acoustic

wave by the interaction of the pump and Stokes wave or, equivalently, increasing the

efficiency of BLS. Electrostriction is the tendency of a material to become compressed

in the presence of an electric field and the coupling mechanism that leads to stimulated

Brillouin scattering. The feedback process of Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) is

shown in Fig. A.3.

Under steady-state conditions, SBS is usually mathematically described by two

coupled differential propagation equations for the amplitude of pump AP and signal

Figure A.3: Stimulated Brillouin scattering is represented by a feedback loop, whose principal
coupling mechanism is electrostriction.
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waves AS as follows:

dAP

dz
= jg0

vAc
2ΓB

2ω0

|AS|2AP

ΩB − (ω − ω0)2 − jΩΓB

(A.4a)

dAS

dz
= −jg0

vAc
2ΓB

2ω0

|AP |2AS

ΩB − (ω − ω0)2 + jΩΓB

, (A.4b)

where two new fundamental parameters of SBS have been introduced: the Brillouin

gain g0 and the Brillouin linewidth Γ0, which is inversely proportional to the phonon

lifetime. The Brillouin bandwidth ∆νB = ΓB/2π is more commonly found in literature

instead of the Brillouin linewidth. Typical values of g0 and ∆νB in optical fibers are

around 10−11/10−12 m/W and 50 MHz, respectively.

Assuming the intensity of the pump wave IP remains constant during propagation,

a solution for the intensity of the Stokes wave as a function of the propagated distance

IS(z) can be derived from A.4

IS(z) ≈ IS(L) exp [gIP (L− z)] . (A.5)

where IS(L) is the initial intensity of the Stokes wave at the propagating length L (in

optical fibers, it can be approximated to the effective length [8]), and g = g(ω) is the

Brillouin gain spectrum. The latest can be approximated to a Lorenztian function, as

follows:

g = g(ω) = g0
(ΓB/2)

2

(ΩB − ω − ωP )
2 + (ΓB/2)

2 . (A.6)

Note that g does not depend on the pump intensity. But as the Stokes wave propagates

in the negative z, it experiences exponential gain determined by the product gIP .

By changing indexes, P for S in Eq. A.4a and S for P in Eq. A.4b, a new set of

coupled equations for the anti-Stokes wave is generated, whose solution, matched to

ωAS = ωP + ΩB, is expressed as

IAS(z) ≈ IAS(0) exp [−gIP z] . (A.7)

Since the anti-Stokes wave at frequency ωAS propagates in the positive z direction, it

can be seen that it experiences attenuation due to the SBS process.

A priori, generating photons with energy higher than the pump photons violates

energy conservation in a scattering process. However, the anti-Stokes wave indicates

a mechanism for the absorption of photons that travels in the opposite direction of

the pump wave and is frequency-shifted in +ΩB. These photons are annihilated to be

reconverted into acoustic phonons.

SBS also presents a phase spectrum. Due to the refractive index modulation, the

Kramers-Kronig relations express this phase spectrum is linked to the gain spectrum
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Figure A.4: Amplitude and phase responses induced by SBS.

by a Hilbert transform operation [63][66]. By applying this to A.6, it is obtained

ϕ(ω) = −g0
ΓB

2

(ω + ΓB − ωP )

(ω + ΩB − ΩP )
2 + (ΓB/2)

2 . (A.8)

Thus, the exponential complex gain and loss of an SBS nonlinear interaction can be

written as

GSBS(ω) = g0IP

[
(ΓB/2)

2

(ω + ΩB − ωP )
2 + (ΓB/2)

2 − j
ΓB/2 (ω + ΩB − ωP )

(ω + ΩB − ΩP )
2 + (ΓB/2)

2

]
,

(A.9a)

ASBS(ω) = −g0IP

[
(ΓB/2)

2

(ω − ΩB − ωP )
2 + (ΓB/2)

2 − j
ΓB/2 (ω − ΩB − ωP )

(ω − ΩB − ΩP )
2 + (ΓB/2)

2

]
.

(A.9b)

These power and phase spectra are illustrated in Fig. A.4.

Due to the creation of the Stokes wave, SBS can lead to two different basis con-

figurations. The first is SBS as a signal generator, where only a single light source

is used as a pump wave to interact with thermally generated phonons present in the

optical fiber, resulting in a back-scattered Stokes wave that grows exponentially by a

feedback process mediated by electrostrictive forces and is downshifted in frequency

from the pump in ΩB. The second configuration is SBS as an amplifier, where, in addi-

tion to the pump, a second light source is counter-propagated at a frequency ωp −ΩB.

The SBS process provides photons to the signal wave (matched to the Stokes wave),

which induces gain. Analogously, an attenuator can be implemented by matching the

frequency of the signal wave to the anti-Stokes wave at ωp + ΩB.

It is worth mentioning that experiments with SBS in the generator configuration

exhibit an apparent threshold. An expression for this threshold in optical fibers is given
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by

Gth
B =

g0PcrLeff

Aeff

; (A.10)

where Pcr is the critical pump power, Leff the effective length of the fiber and Aeff

the effective area of the fiber. For typical parameters of optical fibers used for telecom-

munications, Gth
B ≈ 21 (g0 = 5 × 10−11 m/W, Pcr ∼ 1 mW, Leff ≈ 20 km, Aeff = 50

µm2) [8]. Such a low threshold value makes SBS the dominant nonlinear phenomenon

in optical fibers.

Finally, no physical system can provide infinite gain, and SBS is no exception. In

the amplification configuration, a significant amount of power is transferred from the

pump to the Stokes wave. As their intensities are comparable, the gain no longer

experiences exponential growth but starts to flatten. At this point, the Stokes wave

starts to suffer from the SBS generated by itself because of its high power level, acting

similarly to a pump wave. When the pump can no longer provide more energy to the

Stokes wave, it is said that the pump is depleted, leading to saturation of Brillouin

gain.

In the context of fiber optics, SBS can have both positive and detrimental effects.

On the positive side, it is employed in Brillouin optical time-domain analysis (BOTDA)

for distributed sensing applications, enabling precise temperature and strain measure-

ments along the fiber [98]. Conversely, SBS poses a challenge in high-power fiber laser

systems, where it can impose limitations on the achievable output power due to the

risk of nonlinear effects [99]. In optics communications, particularly in multicarrier

systems, as the Brillouin frequency shift νB is around ±10 GHz, the effect of SBS can

be detrimental to other channels [100].

A.3. Other Acousto-Optic Scattering Interactions

In backward Stimulated Brillouin Scattering, the light is scattered contrary to its

original propagating direction as a consequence of the modulation of the refractive

index due to a change in the density of the core of the optical fiber. These changes

in density correspond to longitudinal vibrations caused by thermal or electrostrictive

phonons. From the dispersion diagram of Fig. A.2a, it has been derived that forward

scattering is prohibited if no other optical modes are present in the optical fiber that

could support this interaction because it would violate the phase matching conditions.

However, standard optical fibers support several groups of guided acoustic modes.

One is the radial acoustic modes, denoted as R0,m. These modes can be driven via

electrostriction by co-propagating two optical waves that must be detuned Ω0,m. Con-

sequently, changes in the material density are radial, producing an effect of “breathing”

of the core of the optical fiber. As can be seen in the dispersion diagram of Fig. A.5a,
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(a)

(b)

Figure A.5: (a) Dispersion diagram of forward (or Raman-like) stimulated Brillouin light
scattering (FSBS) and (b) inter-polarization stimulated Brillouin scattering (IPSBS). In FSBS,
the acoustics modes in the optical fiber represent a “breathing” of the core, whereas in IPSBS,
they represent a “squeezing” of the core.

the phase matching condition for, e.g., R0,1 requires that ωS and ωP are frequency

shifted in Ω0,1 and also both are traveling in the forward direction. The Brillouin fre-

quency shift of this forward-stimulated Brillouin Scattering (also known as Raman-like

Brillouin scattering [101]) is found in standard optical fibers in the MHz range and in-

duces only phase modulation to the Stokes wave [102]. Exciting applications of FSBS

are in distributed sensors of liquids, where most advanced techniques have proven to

measure, outside the cladding of a bare standard optical fiber, the properties of liquids

such as ethanol or salted water [103].

Inter-modal SBS processes are also possible when the two optical fields are guided

in different spatial modes. These peculiar SBS processes are exploited in, for example,

polarization-maintaining (PM) optical fibers, where, because of the high birefringence

induced by strain in the core, there are two optical modes with different slopes in

the dispersion relation ω(k). This interaction, illustrated in Fig. A.5b, is usually

found in the literature as inter-polarization stimulated Brillouin scattering (IPSBS).
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Two coupling IPSBS mechanisms are possible: forward and backward. The first pro-

cess, forward IPSBS, couples two co-propagating optical signals that travel in the slow

and fast axes of a PM fiber and are frequency shifted in Ω0,m, the angular frequency

correspondent to the Torsional-Radial modes. Then, electrostriction is induced, and

the fiber is “squeezed” [101]. The second process, backward IPSBS, is responsible for

producing a phenomenon called Brillouin Dynamic Gratings (BDG), whose principal

characteristic is that it generates two Stokes waves in different polarization axes of the

optical fiber. The frequency shifts of these Stokes waves are distinct, creating diffrac-

tion gratings centered at various frequencies and located in different spatial modes of

the optical fiber. BDG is mainly employed for optical signal processing (delay lines,

microwave photonic filters, and optical mathematical operations such as differentiation,

integration, and time reversal) [104]. In contrast, forward IPSBS is mainly utilized for

distributed sensing devices [105].



Appendix B

Models and Characterization of

SBS Gain and Loss Spectra

In the nonlinear optics literature [7][8], the coupled equations that describe electro-

acoustic interactions of a light-wave and a sound-wave in Stimulated Brillouin Scat-

tering (SBS) provide a solution for the SBS gain and loss spectra that conveniently

takes the form of Lorentzian distributions. This result is obtained by assuming steady-

state conditions, the amplitude of the sound wave varying slowly in space and time,

and the hypersonic phonons being strongly damped. However, experimental evidence

proves that the Lorentzian distribution is not entirely an accurate description of the

SBS power spectrum because it is highly dependent on the power of the pump wave.

The main objective of this Appendix is to provide a precise mathematical repre-

sentation of the SBS gain and loss spectra of the SBS system presented in this Thesis.

Many empirical models were proposed to precisely describe the SBS gain/loss distribu-

tions under different power conditions. The first characterization of SBS power spectra

at different pump power levels was done by Villafranca et al. [106]. Then Wiatrek et

al. [69] studied the SBS gain spectrum under a gain saturation regime. These analyses

will be considered to perform a complete characterization and modeling of the SBS

power spectrum necessary to develop the technique shown in 3.

B.1. Models for SBS Gain Spectrum

The SBS gain distributions proposed by Villafranca [106] are defined under low-

gain and high-gain regimes. In the former, the SBS gain spectrum is determined by a

Lorentzian distribution:

g1(f) = g0
(νB/2)

2

(fB − f − fP )
2 + (fB/2)

2 , (B.1)

67
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Figure B.1: Models for SBS gain distributions.

where g0 is the Brillouin gain, νB the FWHM of the Lorentzian distribution, fB the

Brillouin frequency shift, and fP the frequency of the pump. In the latter, a Gaussian

function is employed to describe the SBS gain distribution as follows:

g2(f) =
g0

σ
√
2π

exp

[
−
(
fB − f − fP√

2σ

)2
]
. (B.2)

The Brillouin bandwidth is defined by the standard deviation σ in this Gaussian dis-

tribution.

Wiatrek proposes modeling the SBS gain distribution under the saturation regime

as a superposition of two spectrally shifted Gaussian gains [69] as follows:

g3(f) =
g0

2σ
√
2π

{
exp

[
−
(
fB − f − fP − δf√

2σ

)2
]
+ exp

[
−
(
fB − f − fP + δf√

2σ

)2
]}

,

(B.3)

where δf is the shift between these two non-saturated Gaussian distributions. The

gain distribution departs from Gaussian, and as pump power increases, it changes

to a double-shifted Gaussian distribution. In the transition, the Gaussian distribution

exhibits flattening at its peak. This process can be modeled by a higher-order Gaussian

(or super-Gaussian) distribution according to:

g4(f) = g0A exp

[
−
(
fB − f − fP√

2σ

)2m
]
, (B.4)

where A is a constant for normalization and m is the order of the super-Gaussian

distribution.

These distributions are illustrated in Fig. B.1, where fP = fB and a Brillouin
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bandwidth of 55 MHz have been considered for all cases.

B.2. Experimental Characterization of SBS Gain

and Loss Spectra

Figure B.2: Experimental setup.

The characterization of the SBS gain spectra of the optical fiber used throughout

this Thesis has been carried out to find the power distribution that best fits measure-

ments under different operating pump power levels. The experimental setup shown in

Fig. B.2 is a typical pump-probe scheme for inducing SBS in a dispersion-shifted fiber

(HNLF). The pump wave is a wavelength-tunable laser source (TLS) amplified by an

erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), and the signal wave is a fixed-wavelength light

source (FLS) that is AM modulated by a Mach-Zehnder Modulator (MZM). An opti-

cal circulator is placed to propagate pump and signal waves in opposite directions. A

vector network analyzer (VNA) generates the electrical stimulus that drives the MZM

and receives the RF photocurrent of the photodetector (PD) to obtain the normalized

response of the direct transference (parameter S21).

The HNLF has been excited using four different pump power levels: 12 dBm (3

dB above the Brillouin threshold), 15 dBm, 20 dBm, and 25 dBm (the power output

level of the EDFA). Results are shown in Fig. B.3. It can be observed that there are

four different gain responses for each pump power level, centered at 5 GHz. Cross

markers on each response indicate the model fitted. Experimental results confirm

the statements made in the previous Section, where a Lorenztian distribution best

describes the low-gain regime (red) and a Gaussian distribution the high-gain regime

(blue). In the transition to gain saturation, the SBS gain is fitted by a 2nd-order

Gaussian distribution (green). The presence of two peaks characterizes the highly

saturated gain regime shifted around the central frequency of the SBS gain response

(magenta), which is well represented by the Double-Gaussian distribution.
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Figure B.3: Measurements of SBS gain response at different pump power levels (solid lines)
and fitted models (cross markers).

Contrarily to the SBS gain case, the SBS loss response does not change its distri-

bution when modifying the pump power, which produces an asymmetry between both

spectra. This effect can be observed in Fig. B.4a, showing measurements of the gain

and loss SBS responses in the highly saturated gain regime (blue). In this case, the

loss response is fitted by a Lorentzian distribution.

Finally, the joint model for these interactions is presented in Fig. B.4b, where

the combined gain and loss responses of the double Gaussian gain and Lorentzian

loss distributions (red) are depicted, and the total phase (blue) is determined from

Kramers-Kronig relations.

(a) (b)

Figure B.4: (a) Measured SBS saturated gain and loss power spectra (solid blue line) and
fitted model (cross red markers) and (b) model of SBS total amplitude (red line) and phase (blue
line) spectra.
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